1. Background {#sec1}
=============

Influenza and other acute respiratory viral diseases are of major global public health importance. Lower respiratory tract infections have been estimated to cause over 4 million deaths a year (range 3.6--4.4 million), of which approximately 40% are caused by respiratory viruses ([@bib54]). The emergence of high morbidity viruses such as severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus (SARS-CoV) in 2004, influenza A(H5N1) in 2005, Middle East respiratory syndrome corona virus (MERS-CoV) in 2012, and influenza A(H7N9) in 2013, as well as discovery of novel viral pathogens such as human metapneumovirus in 2001 and human bocavirus in 2005 have highlighted the importance of international collaboration on respiratory virus research for their prevention and control. The International Society for Influenza and other Respiratory Viruses Diseases (isirv) is an independent international scientific professional society promoting the prevention, detection, treatment, and control of influenza and other respiratory virus diseases. The Antiviral Group is a special interest group of isirv (isirv-AVG) with specific objectives to promote the understanding and development of antivirals against respiratory viruses, and to collate and provide up to date information on the emergence of antiviral resistance to the established therapeutics. It also aims to provide information on the evaluation of resistance to new therapies under development. To communicate advances in preclinical and clinical development of potent novel antivirals five previous conferences have been organized by the isirv-AVG.

The isirv-AVG held its 6th Conference in Rockville, MD, from 13--15 November 2018. The three-day program was focused on therapeutics towards influenza, respiratory syncytial virus, (RSV) and other respiratory viruses. Topics included ongoing and recently completed clinical trials, new pre-clinical developments in therapeutics and vaccines, regulatory considerations, and study design issues. The aim of this conference report is to summarize the presentations given at this meeting.

2. Opening lecture - perspectives on advancing respiratory virus therapeutics {#sec2}
=============================================================================

**Robert Johnson, BARDA, Washington, DC, USA**.

The Biomedical Advanced Research and Development Authority (BARDA) partners and invests in a diverse portfolio of researchers and companies, fostering innovation and bolstering America\'s preparedness against bioterrorism threats. These partnerships have resulted in 42 U.S. Food & Drug Administration (FDA) approvals, licenses or clearances for 38 unique products. BARDA plans to advance respiratory virus therapeutics by focusing on three topics: improving diagnostic testing, pursuing host-directed therapeutics, and improving the identification and treatment of sepsis.

For any outbreak, the faster the identification, the faster and more robust the response. BARDA is supporting work to improve diagnostics with the goal of recognizing illness before any symptoms develop. This may include wearable diagnostics or biosensors. The high mortality associated with human infections with novel coronaviruses MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV and avian influenza strains (influenza A(H5N1) and A(H7N9)) have raised questions about the possible role of a dysregulated immune response, a so called "cytokine storm", in the pathogenesis of severe respiratory disease. As some patients may not respond to typical anti-pathogen therapeutics (e.g. antivirals), BARDA is pursuing therapeutics which target the host in order to modify the immune/host response. More work needs to be done to identify these host targets and develop therapeutics towards the dysregulated immune response. The field also needs better diagnostics to guide treatment as over-suppression of the immune response can be just as dangerous as over-stimulation.

Sepsis is one of the most urgent and costly systemic health threats and is a common pathway for mortality associated with novel pathogens. The current approach is to develop better diagnostics to identify and treat sepsis early, and understand the immune profile (activation versus suppression) in this disease. BARDA\'s Division of Research, Innovation, and Ventures (DRIVe) is establishing unique public-private partnerships that could accelerate therapeutics development for the identification and treatment of sepsis. Through this three-pronged approach (diagnostics, host targets, and better treatment of sepsis), BARDA hopes to decrease the risk of emerging respiratory viruses in the future.

Lastly, Dr. Johnson noted there are few candidate therapeutics for RSV, coronavirus and influenza that make it through advanced drug development (pivotal trials). This is not because of lack interest by the pharmaceutical industry. Yet despite the cost, there is no guarantee of success in commercial markets. With this perspective, BARDA views the development landscape as having 2 valleys of death -- advanced development valley (where candidates that look promising in early studies fail in pivotal studies) and the sustainability valley (where candidates have success in pivotal studies, but fail to find commercial success). BARDA has historically seen a role in mitigating the risk of advanced development; however, all vested parties need to come together to find ways to mitigate the risk of sustainability.

3. Preclinical topics {#sec3}
=====================

3.1. Eritoran, a TLR4 antagonist that protects therapeutically against influenza infection and secondary bacterial infection {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Stefanie Vogel, University of Maryland, Baltimore, MD, USA**.

Induction of acute lung injury caused by infection can occur due to the cytokine storm resulting from the activation of the inflammatory response. Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) is a pattern recognition receptor and its prototype "pathogen-associated molecular pattern" (PAMP) is gram-negative bacteria endotoxin, lipopolysaccharide (LPS). TLR4 has been implicated in the pathology associated with other infections as well as tissue damage caused by non-infectious insults. The TLR4 signaling pathway is activated by LPS binding initially to CD14, which transfers the LPS to a non-covalently associated TLR4 co-receptor, MD2. LPS binding to MD2 leads to TLR4 dimerization and activation. The Vogel laboratory previously showed that TLR4-null mice were highly resistant to infection by the mouse-adapted influenza A/PR/8/34(H1N1) \[PR8\] strain ([@bib125]), providing the rationale that blocking TLR4 signaling might be protective against influenza infection. Eritoran, a structural analog of LPS, functions as a TLR4 antagonist by binding to MD2, thereby preventing the interaction of LPS with MD2. Eritoran was demonstrated to have therapeutic benefit in the context of protection against acute lung injury in experimental murine and cotton rat models of influenza infection. Administration of eritoran once daily for 5 consecutive days to wild-type mice starting 2 days after PR8 infection resulted in highly significant protection against lethality and improved lung pathology. Moreover, a significant degree of survival was observed even when eritoran was administered to PR8-infected mice starting as late as day 6 post-infection. Protection against influenza infection was confirmed using other TLR4 antagonists including an anti-TLR4-specific antibody, TLR4 cell-permeable decoy peptides, a structural analog antagonist (FP7), and the small molecule TLR4 antagonist, TAK242 ([@bib104]; [@bib109]). Eritoran was also protective in cotton rats (*Sigmodon hispidus*) infected with non-adapted human influenza A and B strains.

Since influenza is not known to express any TLR4 PAMPs, it was hypothesized that TLR4-activating damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) were elicited during infection ([@bib102]). Infection of mice or cotton rats with influenza causes the release of HMGB1, a host-derived protein that has been shown to be a TLR4 agonist and is released from dying cells. The administration of eritoran blocks release of HMGB1 and blunts influenza-induced cytokine induction which, in turn, results in improved lung function, reversal of edema, and reduced viral titer. Moreover, administration of an HMGB1 small molecule antagonist provides the same degree of protection to PR8-infected mice as eritoran.

The development of secondary bacterial infections in the context of an infection with influenza has been associate with higher rates of morbidity and mortality, particularly during pandemics. Data was presented showing significant disease enhancement where mice were infected initially with either a non-lethal or lethal dose of PR8 7 days prior to superinfection with a dose of *S. pneumoniae* that kills ∼40% of mock-infected mice. Targeting the host TLR4 immune response using eritoran after PR8 infection, but prior to *S. pneumoniae* infection, largely protected against enhancement of secondary bacterial infection. Collectively, this data demonstrated the utility of targeting TLR4 to prevent secondary bacterial infections after influenza infection.

3.2. Repurposing of drugs as novel influenza (and other respiratory viruses) inhibitors from clinical gene expression infection signatures {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Andres Pizzorno, Centre International de Recherche en Infectiologie (CIRI-Team VirPath) & Signia Therapeutics, Lyon, France**.

A therapeutic approach for the treatment of influenza was outlined that involves repurposing drugs that target the host. The rationale for targeting the host rather than virus is that the host is less likely to develop resistance to the therapeutic. Furthermore, as viruses can utilize common host molecular pathways, a number of different viruses could be potentially targeted by a single therapeutic. By utilizing therapeutics that have already been approved, or have completed phase 2 or 3 clinical trials for their initial indication, it would reduce the regulatory burden and lower development costs. Clinical gene expression signature data obtained from hospitalized influenza-positive patients was used to screen for potential drug candidates. During an infection the virus will modify cellular expression to create an environment that will facilitate translation and replication of the virus. The goal was to find a drug that can reverse this process and create an environment within the host that is unfavorable for the virus.

The first step was to generate transcriptomic signatures of the infection using samples obtained from a cohort of hospitalized patients that had confirmed influenza infection and a baseline sample 3 months later. The transcriptomic signatures were composed of the 1500 most deregulated genes ([@bib110]). The influenza virus infection signatures were then screened against the ConnectivityMap Database (Broad Institute, MIT). ConnectivityMap harbors more than 7000 transcriptomic profiles of different cell lines treated with 1300 small molecules. Candidate drugs were included if there was a negative correlation (- 0.8 and −1) along with additional screening that considered criteria such as toxicity and delivery methods. This yielded 35 candidate molecules that underwent further testing where they were included if there was minimal impact on cell viability (\<10%) and demonstrated an ability to reduce viral titer \> 75%. 31 candidates fit these criteria.

Diltiazem (a licensed calcium channel blocker used in the treatment of hypertension) was identified as a candidate during the screening and confirmatory *in vitro* and *in vivo* testing was used to validate this approach ([@bib110]). Pretreatment of mice with Diltiazem 6 h prior to infection was shown to be protective and resulted in a reduced peak viral titer. Similarly, treatment 24 h post infection provided complete protection compared to the control group. A high mortality (100% lethal) model of influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 infection was established in mice. Treatment with oseltamivir and diltiazem successfully rescued 40% (4/10) and 20% (2/10) of mice respectively. Half-dose treatment with diltiazem (45 mg/kg) rescued 30% (3/10) of mice. Additional studies using a reconstituted human epithelial cell model were undertaken to gain an understanding of the mechanism of action and the impact on epithelial cell integrity. Diltiazem is currently being evaluated in combination with oseltamivir in patients with severe influenza (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: [NCT03212716](NCT03212716){#intref0010}).

3.3. Repurposing host targets for influenza therapy {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------

**Kevin Harrod, University of Alabama, Birmingham, AL, USA**.

The treatment options are limited for patients that have been diagnosed with influenza when they are outside the window for effective treatment using antivirals. Lung injury and inflammation are the primary drivers of severe disease during influenza infection and also set up conditions for secondary infection, they are a new focus for treatment options. The acute lung injury that occurs as a result of pneumonia is driven by a number of mediators, including innate immune cells such as macrophages and matrix metalloproteinases (MMPs). MMP-9 is associated both with lung development and diseases such as chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) where it has a role in remodeling. Digestion of collagen by MMP\'s generate short tripeptides (PGP acetylated) that serve as matrikines (extracellular matrix-derived peptides which regulate cell activity) and these bind to the IL-8 receptor causing neutrophils to enter the lung ([@bib52]). Digestion of the extracellular matrix and remodeling that occurs in the lung and transmigration of immune cells into the interstitial spaces and air spaces are both important in driving the biology of a number of infections. Preliminary work using samples taken from a cohort study at Brigham and Women\'s hospital showed that patients who had been admitted to the intensive care unit (ICU) and enrolled with pneumonia with a pO~2~ less than 80 mmHg and required supplemental O~2~ had elevated levels of MMP-9, even more pronounced in those patients with seasonal and influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 virus. This was also shown to occur in mice as well. A related serendipitous observation demonstrated inhibiting MMP-9 was protective in a mouse model for influenza exacerbation in COPD. These observations provided the impetus to identify candidate therapeutics that target MMP-9 for use as potential treatment options.

*In vitro* testing was carried out using human bronchial epithelial cells, isolated from human lung tissue obtained from the organ and tissue donation program of the International Institute for the Advancement of Medicine ([@bib52]). Cells were grown in monolayers, and differentiated at an air-liquid interface to recapitulate the airway epithelium with a 'lung in a dish' approach to test inhibitors. Candidate drugs targeting MMP-9 and MMP-12 that had been developed previously for treatment of COPD were identified as candidates for repurposing. In addition, a number of antibiotics such as doxycycline are MMP inhibitors and also showed reduced viral load during testing. Influenza A(H1N1)-infected *Mmp-9* ^*−/−*^ mice had lower neutrophils and macrophage counts in lung lavages, and reduced lung type I interferon levels ([@bib115]). In addition, *Mmp-9* ^*−/−*^ lung epithelial cells had lower viral titers than H1N1-infected WT cells *in vitro*. This has provided a foundation to identify additional therapeutics which target MMP-9 for both antiviral and anti-inflammatory effects.

3.4. HA minibinders proof-of-concept in mice and ferrets {#sec3.4}
--------------------------------------------------------

**Deborah Fuller, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA**.

Minibinders are small proteins, computationally designed *de novo*, that are being developed as an alternative platform to the monoclonal antibody. Minibinders are significantly smaller than antibodies, can be designed with higher affinity for the target epitope, and do not interact with Fc receptors. The conserved influenza HA stem region that is necessary for receptor attachment and fusion was used as a test case to compare minibinders with the traditional antibody format. The physiochemical properties of the minibinders ([@bib49]) and manufacturability ([@bib27]) have significantly improved in recent years. Minibinder (A13) is a small protein (40 amino acid) that binds with high affinity and has improved physiochemical properties where it is stable at temperatures up to 80 °C. *In vivo* studies have shown that protection conferred by the minibinder A13 is independent of the presence of an Fc. This was contrasted with a monoclonal antibody (Fi6) that binds the same region of the hemagglutinin (HA) and has been shown that protection is Fc-mediated.

Minibinders which are administered intranasally have comparable efficacy at a lower dose, where 0.1 mg/kg of the minibinder A13 is a molar equivalent to 3 mg/kg of the monoclonal antibody Fi6 in mice. Furthermore, in mice challenged with influenza A/California/09 (H1N1), a single dose of minibinder gave 100% protection when initiated at 0--4 days post-infection. Repeated dosing of mice was used to show low immunogenicity of the minibinder as they retained protection afterward. The minibinder was also tested in ferrets and the biodistribution compared for the intranasal and inhaled route of administration at 0, 12 and 24 h after delivery. It was observed that there is a difference in the distribution of the minibinder protein. In animals which had intranasal delivery, the minibinder was present in the lungs, whereas in animals given inhaled delivery the minibinder was detected throughout the trachea and lung. Subsequently ferrets were challenged with aerosolized influenza A/California/09(H1N1) virus and the minibinder was administered a day later and the ferrets were sacrificed at day 5. There was no detectable disease in ferrets that had been administered the minibinder. Currently a minibinder that targets both group 1 and 2 viruses is being developed.

4. Preclinical development {#sec4}
==========================

4.1. Preclinical characterization of CC-42344, a broad spectrum, potent influenza A PB2 inhibitor for potential triple route (oral, inhalation, and intravenous) treatment {#sec4.1}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Sam Lee, Cocrystal Pharma Inc., Bothell, WA, USA**.

Influenza viruses replicate and transcribe their genome in the nuclei of infected cells via a trimeric viral RNA polymerase complex. The polymerase complex is composed of 3 protein subunits -- PA, PB1, and PB2 -- essential for viral replication. Several new classes of polymerase inhibitors in clinical development target each of the 3 subunits, including baloxavir (PA), favipiravir (PB1), and pimodivir (PB2). CC-42344 is a new PB2 inhibitor discovered and optimized using structure-based design. The discovery, *in vitro* characterization and preclinical data for CC-42344 has not yet been described. Seven different influenza A PB2 domains (H1N1, H2N2, H3N2, H5N1, H7N9, and 2 drug-resistant variants) were purified for protein crystallization. High resolution (1.0--2.5 Å) X-ray crystal and cocrystals of PB2 and CC-42344 revealed that this PB2 inhibitor occupies the m^7^GTP binding site of the influenza A PB2 cap-binding domain and interacts with the side chains of highly conserved residues, Glu 361 and Lys 376. Furthermore, the site of binding is highly conserved across multiple influenza A PB2 structures.

*In vitro* antiviral drug resistance selection studies were performed with CC-42344 and pimodivir, a first-in-class PB2 subunit inhibitor in clinical development by Janssen. Preliminary data on several viral variants isolated with reduced antiviral activity, including the PB2 F363L drug-resistant variant, confirmed the mutation was restricted to the PB2 gene. CC-42344 exhibited broad and potent antiviral activity - IC~50~ values in the low nanomolar range (0.1--9 nM) - against a panel of seasonal and pandemic influenza A strains using *in vitro* cytopathic effect inhibition assays. Novel formulation vehicles for three routes of administration (oral, inhalation, and intravenous (IV)) were developed and studied in a mouse model to determine pharmacokinetic (PK) and toxicity parameters. The pre-clinical PK and safety profiles were reported as favorable. The route of administration for the Phase 1 clinical studies set to commence later in 2019 has not been determined.

4.2. The therapeutic potential of reducing neutrophil activation and migration using different strategies in models of murine influenza A infection {#sec4.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Cristian Garcia, Fundação Oswaldo Cruz, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil**.

Influenza viruses can cause severe infections correlated with an intense inflammatory response characterized by the secretion of cytokines, influx of neutrophils, and lung damage that can lead to death. Neutrophil activation and migration are orchestrated by different stimuli like platelet activating factor (PAF) and its receptor PAFR; the chemokine CXCL8 (CXCL1/2 in mice) and its receptor CXCR1/2; the anaphylatoxin C5a and others. The aim of this investigation was to test 4 potential pharmacological strategies modulating the host inflammatory response using compounds with different targets involved in neutrophil activation and migration for their ability to improve disease outcomes in murine influenza A/WSN/33 (H1N1) infection models. Key measurements in the reported studies include assessing neutrophil cell counts in the BALF and lungs of infected mice, viral and/or bacterial loads, histopathology scores in the lungs, weight loss, and lethality rates. For the first target, PAFR, a PAFR antagonist, (PCA 4248 from ToCris Bioscience Co.), given by oral gavage twice a day from day 3 to day 7 after infection reduced weight loss and protected mice from lethal influenza infection improving survival by 40 percent at day 21. PCA 4248 reduced neutrophil transmigration to the airways and consequent lung pathology at days 5 and 7 after infection. For the second target, C5a, a tick saliva derived protein that blocks C5 cleavage into C5a (OmCl), was given intraperitoneally from day 0 to day 5. OmCl was able to reduce C5a levels, which reduces neutrophil transmigration to airways, release of neutrophil extracellular traps and consequent lung pathology after influenza A infection.

For the third target, CXCR1/2, a CXCR1/2 antagonist, (DF2162 from Dompé R&D), was given by oral gavage twice a day from day 0 to day 5 and reduced weight loss and lung damage at 5 days after infection. Treatment with DF2162 during influenza infection was reported to reduce neutrophil transmigration to airways and consequent lung pathology after influenza infection. In addition, DF2162 given from day 3 to day 7 after influenza infection protected mice from secondary (14 days after influenza) *Streptococcus pneumoniae* morbidity by reduction of neutrophil infiltration in the lungs and bacteremia in mice. In a fourth approach, the use of steroids during influenza infection was examined. The corticosteroid dexamethasone was given alone or in combination with suboptimal doses of oseltamivir starting at day 0 or day 3 until day 10 after infection. Reduced lethality was observed when dexamethasone was given therapeutically (initiated at day 3 post-infection) but not when given prophylactically (Day 0). In all cases, the ability of the host to deal with the infection seen by lymphocyte numbers and/or viral titers in the lungs was unchanged. In conclusion, these compounds targeting different steps of neutrophil activation and migration have an important therapeutic potential that should be investigated in humans.

4.3. Chemical intervention of influenza virus RNA nuclear export {#sec4.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------

**Matthew Esparza, University of Texas Southwestern Medical Centre, Dallas, TX, USA**.

There is an urgent need to develop new treatments for influenza A virus infection. One approach is to directly target host factors involved in essential viral functions without causing major effects to the host cell. The influenza A virus genome contains 8 vRNA segments. vRNA segment 7 codes for the matrix protein M1 which has splice variants. M1 mRNA is also alternatively spliced to encode the M2 ion channel. It has previously been shown that post-transcriptional splicing of the full-length M1 mRNA occurs at nuclear speckles, which are specialized storage sites for splicing factors inside the nucleus. M1 and M2 mRNAs are then exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm for translation. The M1 and M2 proteins are necessary for viral trafficking and generation of new viral particles. Since most cellular mRNAs are not spliced at nuclear speckles, inhibiting the splicing of the viral M mRNA presents a possible avenue for development of new classes of antiviral inhibitors. A high throughput chemical screen was performed starting with 232,500 compounds to identify small molecule effectors of viral mRNA splicing and nuclear export using a multistep approach. Compounds showing strong inhibition of M mRNA splicing and nuclear export but no activity toward bulk poly(A) RNA nuclear export and no toxicity to host cells were identified. Two influenza inhibitors were identified with different phenotypes. One compound inhibited a subset of influenza strains while the other presented broad antiviral activity and provided a promising lead for further drug development.

4.4. VH244: A novel broad-spectrum antiviral for respiratory virus infections with a wide therapeutic window *in vivo* {#sec4.4}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Isabel Najera, Virion Biotherapeutics Ltd, London, UK**.

VH244 is a novel broad-spectrum antiviral agent with a dual mechanism of action. VH244 is the first in a novel class of antivirals called "Therapeutic Interfering Particle" which are mutant (non-replicating) virus particles ([@bib40]). VH244 is modeled on defective interfering influenza viral particles that occur in nature and typically contain a highly deleted form of the viral genome which are unable to replicate. VH244 is being developed for the treatment of multiple respiratory viral infections. The effective moiety is derived from segment 1 of influenza A and is a truncated 395 nucleotide RNA packaged within a viral particle derived from influenza A PR8 (H1N1). VH244 enters host cells efficiently but results in a non-productive infection because it cannot replicate, lacking a full-length segment 1 encoding an essential component of the RNA polymerase complex. VH244 significantly reduces replication of respiratory viruses *in vitro* by two separate mechanisms of action: 1) a pan-respiratory viral infection activity against other respiratory viruses including influenza B, pneumonia virus of mice (PVM), RSV, and human rhinovirus (HRV) through stimulation of host innate immunity and activation of the cell antiviral state and 2) against influenza A through genomic interference.

The efficacy of VH244 has been demonstrated *in vitro* and *in vivo* in murine and ferret models of influenza when given prophylactically. In this study the therapeutic efficacy of VH244 was evaluated against PVM, a surrogate murine model for RSV. Early administration of a single dose of VH244 up to 3 days post-infection protected mice from signs of disease and significant weight loss. Later administration at day 4 provided less protection from disease and weight loss and no efficacy when given starting at day 5 post-infection. VH244 also demonstrated a high barrier to emergence of viral drug resistance after prolonged *in vivo* passaging experiments. The expanded therapeutic window of protection offers the possibility that VH244 may provide effective treatment of respiratory viral infection even when treatment is delayed. Current licensed treatments for influenza are most effective when given within 48 h after symptom onset. VH244 is currently in the late stage of preclinical development.

4.5. Small molecules targeting hRSV M2-1 {#sec4.5}
----------------------------------------

**Ralf Altmeyer, Shandong University, Qingdao, China**.

RSV M2-1, a transcription anti-termination factor, has been identified as a new target for RSV therapeutic intervention. Potent and selective M2-1 chemical inhibitors were identified after a series of elegant mode of action studies with RSV reporter constructs, a mutant RSV virus with a single point mutation in M2-1, and evaluation of a series of chemical probes based on cyclopamine. Cyclopamine is a steroidal alkaloid and smoothened receptor (Smo) antagonist which inhibits RSV replication, but it also has undesirable off-target effects interacting with the hedgehog pathway which impacts important biological processes of the host cell. To address this issue, chemical analogues of cyclopamine were designed using the structure of cyclopamine-Smo, were synthesized and tested to determine if the anti-RSV activity \[RSV(+)\] could be separated from the unwanted Smo-mediated signaling activity. The compounds were tested for inhibition of essential functions in RSV replication such as the formation of inclusion body associated granules (IBAGS). Time-of-addition studies with cyclopamine showed that it targets the post-entry phase of viral replication, reduces transcription of downstream genes in RSV replication and IBAG formation is disrupted. Several Smo(−)/RSV(+) molecules were identified and were able to specifically suppress RSV lung infection in the mouse model in a dose-dependent and M2-1-specific manner. Target validation studies of the M2-1 were conducted using the RSV mini-replicon system, reverse genetics of recombinant RSV expressing the luciferase reporter gene and a mutant RSV virus with a single R151K mutation in M2-1. Chemical analog data showed that the hedgehog and RSV activities of cyclopamine can be dissociated, paving the way for development of new molecular entities targeting M2-1 based on the cyclopamine scaffold.

4.6. Targeting host-cell metabolism to address respiratory viruses {#sec4.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

**Eain Murphy, FORGE Life Science, Doylestown, PA, USA**.

Intracellular pathogens depend on manipulation of the host cell\'s metabolism for energy and metabolic precursors. As such, regulation of the host cell\'s metabolism is a fundamental component of the host-virus interaction and a viable target for antiviral interventions. This team is interested in developing small molecule drugs that modulate host-encoded sirtuin proteins, enzymes that regulate host-cell metabolism and gene activity through de-acylation of downstream target proteins critical for viral replication. A lead compound was selected from a medicinal chemistry series of ∼400 related compounds with effects on viral growth of both influenza A and human cytomegaloviruses (HCMV), an IC~50~ of about 200 nM, and low cytotoxicity with a selectivity index of \>50 to \>100-fold and has demonstrated no emergence of viral resistance after successive serial passage experiments. Administration of the SIRT2 inhibitor led to selective apoptosis of cells infected by influenza and reduced expression of c-MYC, an oncogene recruited by influenza to activate glutamine metabolism and nucleoside biosynthesis. Modulation of host-sirtuin activity during infection provides an effective broad-spectrum antiviral limiting viral replication of RNA viruses, like influenza A and B, as well as DNA viruses, like HCMV.

5. Clinical outcome endpoints in trials of respiratory viral illness: needs & novel ideas {#sec5}
=========================================================================================

5.1. Clinical outcome endpoints for respiratory viral illness -- learning from the past {#sec5.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**John Beigel, NIAID, Bethesda, MD, USA**.

The primary outcome measure in definitive trials should be a "clinical event relevant to the patient" ([@bib131]) or an endpoint that "measures directly how a patient feels, functions or survives" ([@bib135]) where function refers to patients\' ability to perform activities in their daily lives. Registrational trials of therapeutics for acute uncomplicated influenza used the duration of defined influenza symptoms as the primary endpoint. However, the choice of endpoints is not as clear when conducting trials in a population hospitalized with severe influenza. Could "how a patient feels" be used in this population? In some hospitalized influenza studies, 82% of the population are on oxygen, 58% are in the intensive care unit, and 43% are on mechanical ventilation ([@bib15]). Limiting to those capable of answering patient reported outcomes would not fully reflect the hospitalized population. Can we use mortality as an endpoint? In prior studies with severe influenza, mortality rates were 6% ([@bib15]), and are as low as 1% in other hospitalized influenza studies ([@bib32]). While these rates are significant public health concerns, demonstrating a 50% improvement in these rates will require a sample size exceeding 1000 participants. As such, mortality is not a feasible primary outcome for these trials.

Endpoints in this population, therefore need to focus on how a patient functions. FDA guidance suggests "For seriously ill influenza patients requiring hospitalization, a primary endpoint should include clinical signs and symptoms, duration of hospitalization, time to normalization of vital signs and oxygenation, requirements for supplemental oxygen or assisted ventilation, and mortality" ([@bib135]). To meet this requirement, prior studies have evaluated different endpoints. Of 10 trials identified in a population hospitalized with influenza, 4 used an ordinal scale as the primary endpoint, 5 used time to clinical resolution, and 1 used resolution of tachypnea or hypoxia. The endpoint of resolution of tachypnea or hypoxia was noted to have significant variation throughout the day with 10% of study participants resolving the hypoxia after randomization and prior to treatment ([@bib15]). The time to clinical resolution is often driven by 1 measurement. In the case of peramivir, this was largely driven by resolution of fever ([@bib32]) which ultimately doesn\'t meet the FDA requirement for focusing on how a patient functions. Therefore, more recently sponsors have turned their attention to using an ordinal scale, such as clinical status on Day 7. This endpoint is clinically meaningful, minimizes variation, but has not yet been successfully used in pivotal studies.

5.2. Clinical outcome endpoints for respiratory viral illness -- recent advancements {#sec5.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Michael Ison, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, USA**.

The choice of endpoints for therapeutic studies in respiratory viral diseases will depend on the clinical setting and population studied. Prior guidance from the FDA has noted a "single best endpoint has not been identified in seriously ill hospitalized patients" and "sponsors are encouraged to provide evidence for the ability of their proposed endpoint to directly measure how a patient feels, functions, or survives" ([@bib135]). In order to construct these endpoints, we need to better categorize severity of disease in those hospitalized with a respiratory virus. The National Early Warning Score (NEWS) was developed in the United Kingdom for identifying patients at risk for deterioration or escalation of care. Several studies have used or proposed using NEWS to define a population with severe influenza, but this score has not been validated for this purpose. A retrospective study was conducted at Northwestern University Hospital evaluating 315 patients hospitalized with influenza, and were categorized by NEWS (1--3, 4--6, \>6) and an ordinal scale of clinical outcomes (death, in the ICU on a mechanical ventilator, in the ICU but not on a mechanical ventilator, hospitalized on supplemental oxygen, hospitalized not on supplemental oxygen, discharge but has not resumed normal activities, and discharged with resumption of normal activities). Prior studies had demonstrated early treatment led to better clinical outcomes, and this was used as a surrogate for therapeutic benefit from antivirals in the current analysis. When analyzed using an ordinal scale endpoint, a higher baseline NEWS was associated with greater but later therapeutic benefit from neuraminidase inhibitors (NAI) based treatment. However, recruitment may be affected as there were fewer numbers of patients as the NEWS increased ([@bib68]).

A separate retrospective analysis of 215 patients hospitalized with influenza compared clinical outcomes by day and by duration of illness prior to treatment (≤48 h after onset of symptoms vs ≥ 96 h). The analysis was able to demonstrate that the mean score of ordinal components was statistically different on hospital day 4, 8, and 9, suggesting these may be days used to assess ordinal scales in therapeutics studies. Lastly, using IRC002 data ([@bib15]), the ordinal scale was assessed by study day. The common odds ratio was most significant on day 7 (OR 2.8, p = 0.0008). When analyzed by durations of symptoms prior to treatment (≤4 days vs \> 4 days), the difference in mean score of ordinal endpoints was most pronounced on study Day 5--7 ([@bib79]). Cumulatively, these data suggest that NEWS can differentiate the more severe populations for inclusion into therapeutic studies, and if using the ordinal scale, it should be assessed around day 7.

5.3. Hospital recovery scale -- the pimodivir experience with an ordinal scale endpoint {#sec5.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Lorant Leopold, Janssen Pharma R&D, Titusville, NJ, USA**.

The Hospital Recovery Scale (HRS) is the name given to a specific 6-category ordinal scale used in the phase 2 trial of pimodivir. This scale categorized participants by clinical and functional characteristics: death, in the ICU or mechanically ventilated, hospitalized on supplemental oxygen, hospitalized not on supplemental oxygen, discharged but has not resumed normal activities, and discharged with resumption of normal activities. The phase 2 study of pimodivir (OPAL) enrolled 102 participants age 18--85 years that were hospitalized with influenza A and randomized them 2:1 to receive pimodivir 600 mg twice daily plus oseltamivir vs oseltamivir alone for 7 days. In this study, the common odds ratio of ordinal scale outcome for all participants was OR 1.03 (0.43--2.47) but showed benefit when analyzed for those with ≤72 h of symptoms with OR 0.40 (0.09--1.71).

Feedback from regulators was that objective and subjective observations should not be mixed, and inter-provider variations in criteria for hospital admission/discharge and ICU admission/discharge should be accounted for in the scale. It was also conveyed that the study must evaluate key secondary endpoints which would be expected to mirror any benefit demonstrated by the ordinal scale. The phase 3 study with pimodivir is using a different 6-category ordinal scale ordinal endpoint (death, mechanically ventilated, in the ICU but not mechanically ventilated, hospitalized on supplemental oxygen, hospitalized not on supplemental oxygen, discharged). If ordinal scales are used in other pivotal studies, sponsors should consider incorporation of this regulatory feedback when designing the ordinal scale.

6. Clinical trial design issues {#sec6}
===============================

6.1. Clinical pharmacology considerations for influenza and RSV trials {#sec6.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

**Su-Young Choi, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

Designing clinical trials for influenza and RSV requires the optimization of dosing regimens to balance benefit and risk. Clinical pharmacology is the science of understanding inter-patient variabilities in what the body does to a drug (pharmacokinetics \[PK\]) and what a drug does to the body (pharmacodynamics \[PD\]). This allows for a clear understanding of the absorption, distribution, metabolism and excretion (ADME), which is essential to identify the optimal drug dose and timing for each patient population.

Studying the pharmacology of a drug to treat respiratory viral diseases presents several unique challenges. First, the complexity and limited knowledge of the PK/PD in the lungs, compared to other organs, requires a careful selection of optimal pharmacology tools to ensure accurate assessments. Second, special considerations should be given for products that are delivered via the inhaled route as they have distinct ADME characteristics ([@bib20]; [@bib85]; [@bib98]). Third, different pharmacological assessments are needed depending on whether the drug is a small molecule or a complex therapeutic protein such as a monoclonal antibody ([@bib136]). Fourth, measuring drug concentrations at the site of action (bronchoalveolar) is difficult and may necessitate measurements at other sites of potential activity including blood and nasal washes. Fifth, the challenges of translating *in vitro* or preclinical efficacy for influenza or RSV antivirals into human efficacy.

As expected, these challenges become even more complicated as studies progress to the pediatric age groups where most RSV infections occur, and where influenza infections can become serious ([@bib135], [@bib137]). Similar challenges are expected for influenza drug development in pregnant women ([@bib17]; [@bib55]). Fortunately, ongoing advances in the field of clinical pharmacology are expected to make the development of respiratory antiviral therapy more efficient. For example, improved modeling and simulation approaches can efficiently optimize respiratory antiviral therapy; viral kinetic models can identify the target for viral replication; PK/PD models can be used to select the optimal duration and dose and to prevent emergence of drug resistance; and physiologically based PK modeling approaches can be utilized to study local (pulmonary) PK and PD.

6.2. Considerations of use of PROs in SARI and hospitalized influenza studies {#sec6.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Michelle Campbell, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

To evaluate a positive and clinically meaningful effect of a treatment in hospitalized patients with influenza or severe acute respiratory infection (SARI), it is essential to consider how a patient feels, functions or survives. Such feedback may impact approval decisions by the FDA and can provide important information for labeling. These clinical outcome assessments (COAs) include different tools to collect subjective feedback, including a patient-reported outcome (PRO), a clinician-reported outcome (ClinRO), an observer-reported outcome (ObsRO), or a performance outcome (PerfRO). In addition to standardized forms, data from digital health technology can also be used to collect COAs. Regardless of the type of COA used, it should be appropriate for its intended use (patient population, study design); it should have fit-for-purpose concepts that can be reliably measured; are clinically important and valuable to the patients; and can be communicated in labeling in a way that is accurate, interpretable and well-defined. To assist in this process, the FDA published the *Guidance for Industry, Patient-Reported Outcome Measures: use in Medical Product Development to* Support *Labeling Claim*s ([@bib134]). To date, the FDA has approved several antiviral respiratory therapies based on primary endpoints measured with PROs (zanamivir in 1999; peramivir in 2014; baloxavir marboxil in 2018).

When planning to use a COA in hospitalized patients with influenza or SARI, the selected endpoint should be considered, and a decision made as to whether a particular PRO is the best tool, or whether another COA should be selected. Additional considerations when choosing a COA include: Whether one COA can be used to measure recovery during and after discharge? Can the same COA be used across cultures and languages? Is it reproducible within and across raters? To assist in answering these questions, the FDA has developed several pathways for assessment, review and advice, whether the planned development program is for an individual drug; or for the development of novel COAs for use in multiple programs. One pathway is the Critical Path Innovation Meetings where, general non-binding advice can be sought on a specific methodology or technology in its early stages of development ([@bib138]). In conclusion, the FDA supports the development and implementation of patient COAs in clinical trials to support drug approvals and labeling claims and encourages early communication with the agency to provide advice on the selection, modification or development of appropriate COAs.

6.3. The trials and tribulations of hospitalized influenza clinical studies {#sec6.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Kimberly Armstrong, BARDA, Washington DC, USA**.

Clinical trials in hospitalized patients are challenging to organize and enroll. Influenza is seasonal, meaning that for each season enrollment per clinical site is limited to approximately six weeks, with peak activity covering only two weeks on average. Additionally, more than one third of hospital clinical sites do not enroll a single patient and another quarter enroll only one or two subjects ([@bib15]; [@bib32]; [@bib90]). To facilitate adequate enrollment, a large number of sites across the globe are required to complete the study in a timely manner. However, global variability in clinical care and standard of care (SOC) poses considerable challenges to study design, interpretation, and generalizability. Another challenge occurs when enrollment spans multiple seasons making it difficult to compare across varying strains with differing clinical presentations. In addition, there is no agreed upon clinical endpoint for hospitalized influenza clinical studies. The poor correlation between a viral load and clinical symptoms, makes a clinical endpoint (rather than a virologic endpoint) more logical. However, the subjective nature of a clinical endpoint, along with variability in SOC requirements and regional differences in quality of healthcare makes it harder to determine the real effect of a treatment. Furthermore, in many countries, Institutional Review Boards (Ethics Committees) require that a hospital-based phase 3 clinical trial use SOC (oseltamivir) in addition to the investigational drug compared to SOC alone ([@bib143]). Therefore, investigational drugs must demonstrate superiority to oseltamivir to meet the endpoints for the study.

All of these factors create significant challenges in trial design and increase irregularity in the data collected. One final obstacle is cost. These trials cost well over \$100,000 per patient enrolled. The relatively small population gained by a label indication for hospitalized influenza (compared to acute, uncomplicated influenza), the high bar of 'superiority', and the per-patient cost, make it difficult for sponsors to justify conducting a trial in this population. Possible solutions would require a close collaboration between industry, academia and government. These could include clinical trial innovations to improve and simplify enrollment and trial design, adequate intellectual and monetary compensation for academic sites; and working with the FDA to modify the regulatory approach towards approving influenza drugs.

7. Antivirals and monoclonal antibodies {#sec7}
=======================================

7.1. Orally available broad-spectrum anti-influenza ribonucleoside analog inhibitor with potent efficacy in ferrets and differentiated human airway epithelia {#sec7.1}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Richard Plemper, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA, USA**.

The identification of broad-spectrum therapeutics that are effective and well-tolerated for the treatment of RSV and influenza infections would be beneficial as these viruses are responsible for the bulk of influenza-like illnesses. The approach taken to identify a promising broad-spectrum antiviral candidate was outlined. Initially, a high throughput screening (HTS) assay using a library containing 180,000 compounds was screened against a validated replication-competent influenza A virus (IAV) reporter virus. This screening yielded a broad spectrum ribonucleoside inhibitor (EIDD-1931) which has activity against RSV and influenza. EIDD-1931 was used in further rounds of testing against a panel of laboratory-adapted and clinical strains representing RSV, IAVs, and influenza B viruses (IBVs) in both established cell lines and primary human bronchial tracheal epithelial cells (HBTECs). It was shown that EIDD-1931 has activity against influenza A group 1 and 2 strains, including pathogenic avian influenza isolates and influenza B in sub-micromolar range. The putative mechanism of action is the induction of virus error catastrophe (inability to replicate as a result of excessive mutations). Experimental data shows that it has a high barrier against resistance as there were no resistant viruses identified after ten passages and deep sequencing of the virus populations.

To optimize oral bioavailability in non-human primates, a prodrug (EIDD-2801) was developed that greatly improved drug uptake in higher mammals. Efficacy testing using the ferret model of influenza infection demonstrated low toxicity and potent efficacy of the EIDD-2801 pro-drug, outlining a broad therapeutic window. Initial dosing at 100 mg/kg either prophylactically or when administered 24 post exposure showed a reduction in viral load of several orders of magnitude in nasal lavages. EIDD-2801 was then dosed 24 h post infection at 20 mg/kg and 100 mg/kg and tested against influenza A group 1 and 2 strains and influenza B strains. This resulted in an equivalent reduction in viral load (\>4 orders of magnitude) within 12 h of administration of the first dose. Clinical signs, fever and airway tissue damage, were significantly alleviated. Application of pharmacokinetic profiles to *in vitro* studies of well-differentiated 3D human air-liquid interface airway epithelium models revealed sterilizing efficacy and toxicity thresholds in primary human tissues, informing prediction of drug concentration targets for clinical trial ([@bib144]).

7.2. Pharmacodynamic effect of different dosage regimes of oseltamivir in severe influenza patients requiring mechanical ventilation {#sec7.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Wai-Tat Wong, The Chinese University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China**.

Clinical studies have shown that earlier treatment with oseltamivir is beneficial in terms of reducing mortality even in situations where treatment has been delayed. The World Health Organization (WHO) has recommended that oseltamivir dosing should be doubled or higher to treat cases of severe influenza. However, clinical studies have shown that when the oseltamivir dose was increased two-fold (150 mg) compared to the standard dose (75 mg) no difference was observed, where the primary outcome was viral clearance. The goal of these studies was to ascertain if treating severely ill influenza positive patients with 3-fold increase in the oseltamivir dose would show clinical benefit. This was an open label study and 27 influenza-positive patients in an ICU on mechanical ventilation were randomized. The treatment groups consisted of 13 and 14 patients and they received either a double (150 mg) or a triple dose (225 mg) of oseltamivir, respectively. The primary outcome was the rate of viral clearance (day 5) with secondary outcome given as 28-day mortality. Most of the patients were influenza A positive with a bacterial coinfection and an Acute Physiology and Chronic Health Evaluation (APACHE) severity score greater than 20. Some difficulties were encountered in recruiting patients due to high rates of renal failure. The results from the study showed that there was no statistically significant difference between the treatment groups in either the primary or secondary endpoints. A small difference in the viral load in the nasopharyngeal and tracheal aspirates was observed with the higher dose of oseltamivir, however this difference was not statistically significant. Similarly, there were no differences observed in the 28-day mortality.

7.3. Combination effects of baloxavir acid with neuraminidase inhibitors against influenza B virus *in vitro* {#sec7.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Keiko Baba, Shionogi & Co., Ltd., Osaka, Japan**.

A number of NAIs have been approved for the treatment of influenza infections. Baloxavir is a new class of therapeutic that targets the cap-dependent endonuclease of both influenza A and B viruses. The use of baloxavir in combination with NAIs may provide additional clinical benefit for resolving infection with influenza B virus. These studies were undertaken to assess if there is a synergistic effect on influenza B virus replication *in vitro* when the NAI and baloxavir were mixed at concentrations close to their EC~50~ values. The experimental approach involved evaluating each compound individually with a cytopathic effect assay. The range of the of three NAI\'s EC~50~ was 109.8--863.7 nmol/L and baloxavir was 14.7 nmol/L. Using the Chou and Talalay method, a combination index was generated, and based on this experimental data the observed effect was classified as additive for each of the NAIs. These data complement a previously published study that showed that there is a synergistic effect on influenza A virus replication when baloxavir is used in combination with NAI ([@bib50]).

7.4. Antiviral therapy against influenza B virus infection in immunocompromised murine model {#sec7.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Philippe Noriel Pascua, St. Jude Children\'s Research Hospital, Memphis, TN, USA**.

Immunocompromised patients are more susceptible to infection from influenza, have prolonged viral shedding, and have an elevated risk for complications. A murine model was developed to recapitulate the chronic infections observed in immunocompromised patients, and test investigational and approved therapeutic agents. Genetically modified immunocompromised BALB *scid* mice infected with influenza B virus (B/Brisbane/60/2008) display susceptibility to infection and persistent viral replication recapitulating chronic infection. The efficacy of a representative NAI (peramivir) and an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase inhibitor (favipiravir) was assessed using BALB/c and BALB *scid* mice ([@bib101]). Starting 24 h post-infection, peramivir (75 mg/kg/day) was administered to mice intramuscularly (IM) once every other day with groups receiving single, double or quadruple doses. Favipiravir was administered orally 10, 50 or 250 mg/kg/day twice daily for 5 or 10 days. It was observed that most of the control BALB/c mice succumbed to infection while those treated with peramivir survived. For *scid* mice, 60% of those animals that received 2 or 4 doses of peramivir survived compare to 40% for the one-dose-treated group. Virus replication was examined in the lungs and nasal turbinates in the one- and two-dose groups. Peramivir suppressed virus replication in the lower respiratory tract (LRT) but required two treatments to suppress replication in the nasal turbinates in BALB/c mice. In contrast peramivir did not suppress viral replication in the turbinates or lungs of the *scid* mice. BALB/c mice treated with a 50 mg/kg/day dose of favipiravir significantly increased survival rates and suppressed viral replication in the lung. However, suppression of viral replication in the nasal turbinates was only observed in those animals dosed at 250 mg/kg/day. For *scid* mice, administration of 50 and 250 mg/kg/day resulted in 100% survival and similar trends were observed in the effectiveness at suppressing viral replication in the nasal turbinates. Neither agent was able to suppress replication in the upper respiratory tract. The establishment of an immunocompromised murine models for influenza B virus infection will facilitate evaluations of the efficacy of currently available and investigational anti-influenza drugs in immunocompromised populations ([@bib101]).

7.5. *In vitro* antiviral assessments of VIS410, a monoclonal antibody to influenza A virus, in combination with baloxavir and neuraminidase inhibitors {#sec7.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Kristin Narayan, Visterra Inc., Waltham, MA, USA**.

VIS410 is a broadly active monoclonal antibody that binds the HA stalk of influenza A virus strains and is in clinical development for the treatment of critically ill hospitalized patients. VIS410 targets early steps of the infection cycle (fusion) by binding and neutralizing the virus, along with promoting antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) and antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) activities. The antiviral activity of VIS410 was assessed both in the context of polymorphisms within the HA epitope and in combination with other approved antivirals -- oseltamivir, peramivir, zanamivir and baloxavir. To assess the impact of polymorphisms within the HA epitope the sequences of currently circulating strains, covering the years 2015 through 2017, were obtained from the Global Initiative on Sharing All Influenza Data (GSAID) database. Approximately 40,000 influenza A H1 and H3 sequences were analyzed for changes in the VIS410 epitope. Mostly there were no changes in amino acid frequency that were above 2% at positions that comprise the VIS410 epitope. However, a change in the A(H1N1) HA at position HA2 45 from L to V was observed at low frequency in the last season. Full length HAs were cloned and expressed on the surface of 293 cells to facilitate binding analysis using flow cytometry. Cells expressing HA2 45 I, V or L did not show significant changes in VIS410 binding.

Considering that hospitalized patients are given NAIs as SOC, along with the recent approval of baloxavir for acute influenza, the impact of using small molecular antivirals in combination with VIS410 was assessed. A cell-based *in vitro* infection assay adapted from the World Health Organization (WHO) protocol was used to evaluate individual compounds and their activity when used in combinations. There was improved antiviral activity of VIS410 when used in combination with baloxavir for influenza A H3N2 and H1N1 viruses. Likewise, the inclusion of VIS410 resulted in improvements in the antiviral activity of baloxavir when present at suboptimal levels close to the baloxavir antiviral EC~50~. A 3D synergy analysis showed that there was clear synergy between baloxavir and VIS410 against influenza A H3N2 and H1N1, with minor antagonism observed at the highest drug concentrations (which may represent a technical artifact caused by reaching maximum antiviral effect). Dosing with combinations of VIS410 and the individual NAIs (oseltamivir, peramivir and zanamivir) also showed some synergy or additive effects at the EC~50~ of the individual compounds.

7.6. Composite peptide conjugate vaccines induced broadly reactive serum and monoclonal antibodies to influenza {#sec7.6}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Clara J Sei, Longhorn Vaccines and Diagnostics, LLC, Gaithersburg, MD, USA**.

Composite peptide vaccines may provide advantages in terms of ease of manufacture and levels of cross protection against different strains of influenza virus. The composite peptide vaccines consist of peptide sequences derived from conserved regions of influenza HA, neuraminidase (NA) and matrix ectodomain (M2e) proteins. The immune response to two of the vaccine candidates was assessed in mice for their ability to elicit broadly reactive neutralizing serum antibodies. The peptides were conjugated to a carrier protein known as Cross reacting material (CRM), a nontoxic variant of diphtheria toxin (DT). Peptide 11 CRM-conjugate vaccine was administered subcutaneously as a prime boost with live influenza A(H3N2) (Wuhan) administered intramuscularly at a dose of 10^6^. After priming with live influenza virus on Day 0 and 14, the mice were injected subcutaneously with 20-μg peptide 11 composite vaccine on days 30, 42, and 70. The immunological response was assessed using individual peptides and viruses including influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2). The initial immunologic response was low, but became more robust over time peaking at day 77. The second subunit vaccine (5906) is a composite vaccine that contains M2e peptide sequences, a tetanus T-cell epitope sequence, and is conjugated to CRM. This vaccine (50 μg) was administered subcutaneously with no prime boost and the mice were given boosts on days 21, 35 and 41. There was a robust immune response observed starting at day 21 and maximal at day 42. Based on the analytical results, it was concluded that the peptide composite vaccines are highly immunogenic and elicited strong humoral responses in mice. A monoclonal antibody (mAb) GA4 was isolated and characterized by assessing its binding profile to a range of influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2) strains. Monoclonal antibodies were identified that bound to individual and composite peptides and live viruses, while also showing cross neutralizing potential against influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2) in the microneutralization assay. mAb GA4, along with other monoclonal antibodies that bind HA and NA protein, are being evaluated for antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity (ADCC) activity.

8. Updates on clinical trials {#sec8}
=============================

8.1. Two randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials of the monoclonal antibody MHAA4549A for treatment of influenza A infection {#sec8.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Melicent Peck, Genentech, South San Francisco, CA, USA**.

MHAA4549A is a human immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) monoclonal antibody that binds to a highly conserved epitope on the stalk of influenza A HA ([@bib58]). In a Phase 2 human influenza A virus challenge study MHAA4549A showed significant reduction in clinical symptoms and viral burden relative to placebo ([@bib91]). Two additional Phase 2 randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trials for treatment of influenza A infection utilizing MHAA4549A were conducted.

The Nighthawk study enrolled 124 otherwise healthy adult outpatients with influenza A who presented within 3 days of influenza symptom onset. Subjects were randomized to receive a single IV dose of placebo, 3600 mg MHAA4549A, or 8400 mg MHAA4549A (1:1:1). The primary endpoint was safety and the time to alleviation of clinical signs and symptoms of influenza. The median time to alleviation of total influenza-related symptoms was lower in the placebo (117.3 h) than in the active treatment arms (153.8 h in 3600 mg, 145.8 h in 8400 mg), but the difference was not statistically significant. MHAA4549A did not significantly reduce time to clearance in viral load.

The Crane study enrolled 158 hospitalized adult patients with influenza A requiring supplemental oxygen or positive pressure ventilation who presented within 5 days of influenza symptoms onset and within 48 h of hospital admission. Subjects were randomized to receive oseltamivir in combination with an IV placebo, 3600 mg MHAA4549A or 8400 mg MHAA4549A (1:1:1). The primary endpoint was time to cessation of oxygen support (stable SpO 2 \>95%). Nasopharyngeal samples were assessed by qPCR for influenza A viral load. Median time to cessation of oxygen support was 4 days (3.1--6.6) in the oseltamivir group compared with 2.8 days (2.5--4.2, p = 0.61) and 2.7 days (1.6--4.5, p = 0.21) in the 3600 mg and 8400 mg treatment groups, respectively. 30-day all-cause mortality was overall low and not significantly different between arms (6% in the oseltamivir group, 8% in the 3600 mg and 9% in the 8400 mg MHAA454A + oseltamivir groups, respectively). Days to ICU discharge and ventilator removal favored the oseltamivir group but was not statistically significant. There was no statistically significant difference between the primary or secondary objectives or time to clearance in viral load between the placebo and MHAA4549A treated groups.

Overall, MHAA4549A is safe and well-tolerated in healthy outpatients with influenza A infection. MHAA4540 in combination with oseltamivir did not demonstrate a clinical benefit over oseltamivir alone in hospitalized patients with severe influenza A infection.

8.2. Baloxavir marboxil, a cap-dependent endonuclease inhibitor - development updates {#sec8.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Takeki Uehara, Shionogi & Co., Ltd, Osaka, Japan**.

Baloxavir marboxil (Xofluza™) is a recently FDA-approved selective inhibitor of influenza cap-dependent endonuclease, an essential enzyme for viral replication ([@bib62]). Although baloxavir was found to have potent activity against a variety of influenza viruses, variants with amino acid substitutions at position 38 of the polymerase acidic protein (PA/I38X) produced up to 60-fold higher EC~50~s to baloxavir *in vitro*. The incidence of treatment-emergent PA/I38X substituted variants in adults ranged from 2.2% to 11% ([@bib142]), while a pediatric-focused study showed a relatively higher frequency at 23.4% ([@bib130]).

CAPSTONE-1 was a phase 3 trial in otherwise healthy patients (≥12 years old) with uncomplicated influenza that demonstrated baloxavir significantly reduced viral titers and time to alleviation of symptoms (TTAS) when compared to placebo. The clinical benefit of baloxavir was observed regardless of the PA/I38X variants status ([@bib62]), and there was no clear association between emergence of PA/I38X variants and exacerbation of clinical outcomes.

CAPSTONE-2 was a phase 3 trial in high-risk patients with uncomplicated influenza which demonstrated that baloxavir was well-tolerated and associated with faster recovery and reduced risk of complications in high-risk influenza patients when compared to placebo. Baloxavir was superior to oseltamivir in shortening the duration of viral shedding of influenza A and B virus and in resolving influenza B-associated illness ([@bib71]). PA/I38X variants were found in 5.2% (15/290) of patients enrolled in this study, but emergence of PA/I38X did not result in longer time to improvement of influenza symptoms (Portsmouth, 2019; section 10.1 below).

A phase 3 study in pediatric patients (\<12 years old) demonstrated clinical outcomes with baloxavir comparable to that of adults. Pediatric patients with PA/I38X variants appeared to have longer time to alleviation of symptoms. Lower baseline viral antibody titers were shown to have increased risk of PA/I38X variants emergence. Whether emergence of PA/I38X variants may be associated with prolonged viral shedding and illnesses in more serious influenza will require careful future studies.

8.3. RSV antiviral treatment for HCT patients: results from recent phase 2 studies for presatovir {#sec8.3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Michael Boeckh, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA**.

GS-5806 (Presatovir™) is a potent small molecule inhibitor that targets the RSV F protein by inhibiting F protein-mediated cell-to-cell fusion ([@bib105]). Prior studies with GS-5806 in healthy adults challenged with intranasal RSV demonstrated reduced viral load and severity of clinical disease ([@bib37]). Phase 2 studies with GS-5806 were conducted in hematopoietic stem cell transplant (HSCT) recipients with either upper respiratory tract infection (URTI) or lower respiratory tract infection (LRTI). The URTI study enrolled 189 RSV-positive patients, while the LRTI study enrolled 60 patients and allowed for optional extended viral load follow-up (up to 56 days). Primary endpoints for both URTI and LRTI studies included change in nasal RSV viral load. A co-primary endpoint for the URTI study was the development of lower respiratory tract complications through day 28. Secondary endpoints for both studies were the proportion of patients developing respiratory failure requiring mechanical ventilation or all-cause mortality through day 28, while the LRTI study also included number of supplemental oxygen free days.

URTI patients treated with GS-5806 demonstrated significant decrease in time-weighted average nasal RSV viral load from days 1--9 as measured by RT-qPCR when compared to placebo (treatment difference −0.33 \[-0.64, −0.02\], p = 0.04), while no significant decrease was observed in the LRTI group (treatment difference −0.02 \[-0.62,0.57\], p = 0.94). In both URTI and LRTI studies, GS-5806 did not demonstrate a significant effect on the secondary endpoints of respiratory failure or all-cause mortality. No significant difference was observed in the number of mean supplemental oxygen free days in the LRTI study as well. Patients with URTI treated with GS-5806 demonstrated consistent trends towards reducing lower respiratory tract complication progression rates (9% vs. 20%, p = 0.04), especially among patients early in their URTI course (hospitalized at 1st dose 18% vs. 46%, p = 0.02) and with lymphopenia (\<200 cells/μL) (13% vs. 64%, p = 0.008). Several newly identified treatment-emergent substitutions (T400A/I, D486 E/N/V, L141 F/W, S398L, F140I, L138I, G143S, D338Y, K394R, M396I, E487G) were found to map to interaction sites of RSV F with GS-5806 and may be involved in resistance.

Overall, although GS-5806 decreased nasal RSV viral load in URTI patients, it did not reach pre-specified thresholds of significance in both primary and secondary endpoints. Therefore, treatment is unlikely to be beneficial when infection has already evolved into LRTI. GS-5806 offers potential treatment benefit for patients with URTI who are at a high risk for poor RSV-related outcomes from lower respiratory tract complications presenting early in the disease course.

8.4. Overview of RSV and influenza programmes {#sec8.4}
---------------------------------------------

**James Witek, Janssen Research and Development, Titusville, NJ, USA**.

Respiratory infections such as influenza and RSV continue to be of growing concern and new treatments are urgently needed. Janssen\'s respiratory program focuses on the development of vaccines, biologics, diagnostics and antiviral therapeutics for RSV and influenza patients.

In RSV, multiple assets are in development including those targeting the RSV fusion process and the activity of RSV RNA polymerase. Lumicitabine (ALS-008176) is an oral nucleoside analog that previously demonstrated proof of concept in a human RSV challenge model ([@bib36]). A single and multiple ascending dose study in infants hospitalized with RSV infection was recently completed with results showing graded treatment-emergent neutrophil abnormalities (EudraCT number 2013-005104-33), and further clinical trials are currently closed for ongoing analysis of additional new nonclinical data. JNJ-53718678 is a small-molecule RSV fusion inhibitor that established clinical proof of concept, in a Phase 2a adult RSV challenge study ([@bib129]) and a Phase 1b study in hospitalized infants ([@bib89]). Two Phase 2 studies of JNJ-53718678 in adults and infants have been initiated (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier [NCT03379675](NCT03379675){#intref0015}, [NCT03656510](NCT03656510){#intref0020}).

JNJ-64417184 is a non-nucleoside polymerase inhibitor which is currently undergoing Phase 1 healthy volunteer studies (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier [NCT03403348](NCT03403348){#intref0025}). Development of RSV vaccines are also ongoing. Phase 1/2a studies to evaluate the safety, tolerability and immunogenicity of an adenovirus serotype 26 based RSV pre-fusion F protein (Ad26. RSV.preF) vaccine are currently ongoing in older adults and RSV-seropositive toddlers (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: [NCT03303625](NCT03303625){#intref0030}, [NCT03502707](NCT03502707){#intref0035}).

For influenza, therapeutic development focuses on targeting the influenza virus replication complex and the cap-binding/fusion mechanism. Pimodivir (JNJ-63623872) is a PB2 cap-binding inhibitor that has undergone Phase 2b studies, including in combination with oseltamivir, in ambulatory and hospitalized patients ([@bib48]; [@bib92]). The results demonstrate potential value in combination with oseltamivir, and further phase 3 studies are currently underway (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier [NCT03381196](NCT03381196){#intref0040}, [NCT03376321](NCT03376321){#intref0045}). Development of JNJ-64155806 (AL-794), a PA endonuclease inhibitor, has been discontinued as early Phase 1 studies identified inability to establish a single safe effective dose across all patients. Current drugs under development include JNJ-64717445, a multi-domain antibody that contains four influenza A/B HA-binding domains ([@bib80]).

8.5. Randomized phase 2 study evaluating nitazoxanide versus placebo in hospitalized subjects with severe acute respiratory illness {#sec8.5}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**John Beigel, NIAID, Bethesda, MD, USA**.

Nitazoxanide (NTZ) is a small inhibitor used extensively for treatment of *Giardia* and *Cryptosporidium* infections, and is being explored for the treatment of influenza and other influenza-like illnesses (ILI) ([@bib116]; [@bib119]) such as parainfluenza (PIV), RSV, canine coronavirus, rhinovirus and influenza ([@bib59]; [@bib108]; [@bib116]; [@bib127]). Moreover, NTZ is shown to be synergistic with oseltamivir and zanamivir ([@bib18]). From March 2014 through March 2017, a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial was conducted in participants ≥1 year of age hospitalized with influenza-like illness (ILI) at six hospitals in Mexico. 260 participants were randomized 1:1 to NTZ (≥12 years old, 600 mg twice daily; 4--11 and 1--3 years old, 200 or 100 mg twice daily, respectively) or placebo for 5 days in addition to SOC ([@bib53]). The primary endpoint was time to hospital discharge. Of the 260 participants enrolled, 257 were randomized and took at least one dose of study treatment. The median duration of hospitalization in the NTZ group was 6.5 (4.0, 9.0) days versus 7.0 days (4.0, 9.0) in the placebo group (p = 0.56). The duration of hospitalization between the two treatment groups was similar in both children (p = 0.29) and adults (p = 0.62), influenza A and B (p = 0.32), and other respiratory viruses. 83 (63.8%) participants receiving NTZ reported 205 adverse events compared to 80 (63.0%) participants receiving placebo with 185 adverse events. In conclusion, treatment with NTZ was safe but did not reduce duration of hospital stay in severe influenza-like illness.

9. Clinical trial and regulatory issues {#sec9}
=======================================

9.1. FDA considerations for influenza drug development {#sec9.1}
------------------------------------------------------

**Wendy Carter and LaRee Tracy, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

Despite the significant clinical impact of influenza each year, current therapeutic options for influenza have only been FDA approved for acute uncomplicated cases and there remains a paucity of data regarding safe and effective treatments for serious influenza infection in hospitalized patients. Randomized controlled trials (RCTs) of novel therapeutics in combination with SOC therapy versus SOC alone for hospitalized influenza have failed to demonstrate a significant superiority when compared to SOC ([@bib32]; [@bib90]). These RCTs have been limited by enrollment of a highly heterogenous hospitalized population, and experienced difficulty in patient enrollment. Use of a standardized assessment to consistently measure the severity-of-illness may help to identify a more homogenous trial population that is seriously ill due to influenza infection. One example of a clinical severity-of-illness scale is the National Early Warning Score (NEWS/NEWS2) ([@bib117]); however, it still requires prospective evaluation of its use in this population. In addition to the use of a severity-of-illness scale, other eligibility criteria such as use of supplemental oxygen, respiratory support, or other influenza-related conditions may also be useful to target an appropriate trial population for enrollment for which clinical benefit from a therapeutic may be demonstrated.

The development of novel therapeutics for treatment of serious influenza in hospitalized patients is also hindered by a lack of data to support any particular "best endpoint" for this indication. Future trials may consider additional endpoints to the time to clinical resolution of symptoms endpoints used in prior RCTs. For example, an ordinal endpoint comprising a protocol-defined, explicit, mutually exclusive ordered states are currently being evaluated in a trial to evaluate pimodivir (ClinicalTrials.gov ID: [NCT03376321](NCT03376321){#intref0050}). Uncertainties remain regarding the appropriate timing of assessments, and whether the ordinal scale is considered clinically-meaningful. Finally, FDA will consider alternative primary endpoints for serious hospitalized influenza and sponsors are encouraged to submit development proposals; however, the endpoint will require validation demonstrating that it measures how a patient feels, functions, or survives.

9.2. EMA perspective {#sec9.2}
--------------------

**Radu Botgros, EMA, London, UK**.

RSV is one of the most important cause of lower respiratory tract infections (LRTI) in infants and the elderly worldwide ([@bib4]; [@bib46]). Currently approved treatment options in infants are limited to inhaled ribavirin in some EU member states, and palivizumab as prevention for high risk infant subgroups. The European Medicines Agency (EMA) Committee for Medicinal Products for Human Use (CHMP) has recently adopted and published guidance for the clinical evaluation of medicinal products indicated for the prophylaxis or treatment of RSV disease. The guidance covers the development of vaccines and monoclonal antibodies for the prevention of RSV disease and direct-acting antiviral agents (DAAs) for the treatment of RSV disease ([@bib44]). The focus is on the assessment of safety and efficacy in populations most likely to develop RSV LRTI and severe RSV disease, including infants and toddlers (aged 28 days to 23 months) and older adults (e.g. aged ≥60 years). For candidate DAAs, double-blind superiority trials (candidate DAA versus uncontrolled group) based on clinically relevant primary endpoints are currently feasible (this may need reconsideration in the future) It is also essential that there are clear definitions of RSV cases based on a combination of clinical and laboratory criteria.

Regarding influenza, several scientific advice requests have been received over the last few years, but no CHMP guidance is available yet. NAIs have become SOC for severe influenza in hospitalized patients despite the fact that no definitive clinical benefit has yet been shown in a randomized study in this population. Further expert consensus on appropriate clinical endpoints for severe influenza are needed for future studies. Possible study designs for DAAs include consideration of demonstrating superiority over SOC (including NAIs if part of SOC) or superiority as add-on versus placebo (new agent + NAI vs. NAI alone). Resistance patterns should be monitored when conducting clinical trials for DAAs.

9.3. Investigator perspective (influenza) {#sec9.3}
-----------------------------------------

**Michael Ison, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, USA**.

Currently approved antiviral drugs for influenza have been approved based on data demonstrating faster time to resolution of influenza-related symptoms in a low risk outpatient population ([@bib41]). Few studies have been successfully conducted in high-risk populations. While endpoints for drug approval must demonstrate superior improvement in how patients feel, function, or survive, assessing these endpoints has proven challenging in hospitalized patients and immunocompromised populations ([@bib70]).

A phase 3 trial evaluating IV peramivir compared to placebo highlights the challenges of adequate patient enrollment ([@bib32]). Although more than 1,600 subjects were screened at \>300 clinical sites in 21 countries worldwide during 6 influenza seasons, only 405 patients were eventually randomized. The study was terminated for futility after a planned interim analysis, because the sample size required to maintain power exceeded a predefined boundary based on practical considerations for feasible total sample size.

IV zanamivir has also recently failed to show superiority over oral oseltamivir in one of the largest randomized, double-blind clinical trials conducted for NAIs ([@bib90]). Current regulatory guidance does not support a non-inferiority study design, given recommendations for NAI use in hospitalized patients despite a lack of definitive prospective RCTs in this population ([@bib135]). Unfortunately, it is unclear whether superiority can be demonstrated comparing two separate NAI drugs. In addition, studies in hospitalized patients have been hampered by the lack of previously validated endpoints in this high-risk population. Potential considerations to supplement current clinical and virologic endpoints would be the use of NEWS/NEWS2 scores ([@bib117]) or ordinal scales ([@bib107]). Future prospective studies and interdisciplinary efforts to advance the ordinal scale in combination with other endpoints are needed.

9.4. FDA perspective of RSV drug development {#sec9.4}
--------------------------------------------

**Prabha Viswanathan, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

RSV-associated illness (RSV-AI) has a significant public health impact in the United States and worldwide. RSV is well known to be a leading cause of LRTI in infants and young children ([@bib60]; [@bib124]) but RSV also causes severe disease in other populations including older adults ([@bib45]; [@bib124]), individuals with chronic lung or cardiac disease, and immunocompromised patients. Although therapeutic options are currently limited, several products are in development for treatment and prevention of RSV-AI ([@bib96]), many of which target viral fusion or genome replication.

The FDA has published a Guidance for Industry to assist sponsors in the clinical development of drugs for the treatment and prevention of disease caused by RSV ([@bib137]). Although the guidance focuses primarily on the development of drugs for RSV in infants and children, special populations are also given attention. New drugs for treatment and prevention should demonstrate broad antiviral activity against diverse RSV strains and sponsors should monitor for the emergence of amino acid substitutions that may confer resistance. Randomized, double-blind, comparative trials should be conducted for both treatment and prevention products. Optimal endpoints have not been established for treatment trials. Phase 2 studies should evaluate a combination of clinical and virologic endpoints, while phase 3 trial endpoints should reflect improvement in clinical signs and symptoms of RSV-associated illness ("feel, function, and survive"). For prevention trials, FDA\'s preferred endpoint is laboratory-confirmed, medically attended LRTI. In order to facilitate development of novel drugs, collaborative efforts are needed to develop definitions of disease severity, establish consensus definitions of LRTI, and develop reliable instruments to measure clinical improvement.

9.5. How do we evaluate experimental RSV antivirals: an investigator perspective {#sec9.5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**John DeVincenzo, University of Tennessee, Memphis, TN, USA**.

Over the past decade, great strides have been made in developing potentially effective RSV antivirals. In 2005, RSV disease severity was first correlated with viral load ([@bib35]). Furthermore, a significant correlation between initial viral load in the upper and lower airways in intubated children was found ([@bib103]). Faster RSV clearance is independently associated with shorter hospitalization ([@bib43]). A low passage, live, clinical cGMP grade RSV virus known as Memphis 37 (RSV M37) was generated for use in human challenge studies ([@bib77]). Challenge models in healthy adults demonstrated the parallel nature of viral kinetics and disease kinetics within this human model system ([@bib38]).

Aerosolized ribavirin was first marketed in 1980 for the treatment of RSV in children, but to date there is still no convincing evidence as to its clinical benefit or antiviral effect in human populations. In special populations including the immunocompromised ([@bib13]), it is often delivered in the oral or IV form which generates drug concentrations at sites of RSV replication far lower than needed to inhibit viral replication ([@bib78]). Several potent and selective small molecule antiviral compounds have been identified and have progressed to clinical trials. MDT-637 is a novel RSV fusion inhibitor that may produce a superior clinical effect compared to ribavirin on natural RSV infections ([@bib78]). GS-5806 is another fusion inhibitor that has been shown to decrease viral load and severity of clinical disease ([@bib37]). ALS-008176 (lumicitabine) is an oral nucleoside analog that demonstrated proof of concept in a human RSV challenge model ([@bib36]). Finally, PC786 is a nonnucleoside L protein polymerase inhibitor that has undergone preclinical characterization ([@bib29]). Other antivirals are also in clinical development including those representing the fusion inhibitor class and replication inhibitor class. Further understanding of RSV replication kinetics in the individual at-risk populations, as well as virus dynamics in their upper and lower respiratory tract disease, are needed to adroitly design clinical trials to evaluate the efficacy of these and other antivirals in clinical settings.

10. Clinical management of Middle East respiratory syndrome (MERS) {#sec10}
==================================================================

**Yaseen Arabi, King Saud Bin Abdulaziz University for Health Sciences, Riyadh, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia**.

MERS is caused by a novel human coronavirus, MERS-CoV, which is thought to be transmitted to humans via close contact with camels. In the six years since the identification of MERS-CoV there have been over 2,000 documented cases of MERS in humans with ∼35% mortality rate reported from 27 countries. More than 85% of MERS-CoV cases occurred in the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. The spectrum of the disease varies from asymptomatic (identified during contact tracing) to severe illness characterized by hypoxemic respiratory failure and eventual multi-organ failure resulting in a mortality in critically ill patients that reaches ∼67% ([@bib10]). One post mortem analysis has revealed that MERS-CoV infected patient lungs had detectable necrotizing pneumonia and diffuse alveolar damage. In addition, there was acute kidney and liver damage and myositis. The virus was identified in this case by electron microscopy in the lung, kidney and muscle. Higher levels of interferon and MERS-CoV specific antibodies have been linked with a better outcome when compared to patients with lower levels.

Treatment of patients with MERS has proven challenging, with no specific antiviral therapy of proven efficacy available to date. In one multicenter cohort study that adjusted for time-varying confounders, corticosteroid treatment in MERS-CoV infected patients was not significantly associated with a difference in mortality rates but was associated with delay in MERS-CoV RNA clearance ([@bib11]). Treatment with convalescent plasma, while promising is likely not feasible, given the limited pool of potential donors. One study showed that even recovering patients from MERS do not have sufficient antibody titers for therapeutic use ([@bib6], [@bib8]). Ribavirin and interferon α2b treatment produced promising preclinical data in rhesus macaques, including moderate reductions in viral load and partially effective prevention of progression to pneumonia when infected animals were compared with untreated infected controls ([@bib47]). However, data on MERS-CoV infected patients treated with a combination of ribavirin and interferon (either α2a or β1) have been inconsistent depending on the statistical analysis methods used to compare the datasets ([@bib2]; [@bib3]; [@bib100]; [@bib120]). The largest study that adjusted for time-varying confounders that might influence the decision to initiate ribavirin and interferon therapy did not show an improvement in mortality ([@bib7]). Furthermore, the dose of ribavirin required to reduce MERS-CoV replication are often associated with significant toxicities in humans ([@bib61]). Of all interferons tested, interferon β was the most effective against MERS-CoV *in vitro* at doses that were lower than clinical treatment regimens ([@bib25]; [@bib61]). The human immunodeficiency virus protease inhibitors lopinavir/ritonavir plus interferon α treatment have been shown to be effective in SARS-CoV infected patients and also reduced weight loss, clinical scores, viral titers and disease progression in MERS-CoV infected marmosets ([@bib26]; [@bib28]; [@bib34]). Lopinavir/ritonavir plus interferon β treatment is now being evaluated in the MIRACLE trial for MERS-CoV infected patients (NCT02845843) and has currently recruited 35 patients from 10 sites ([@bib9]).

Different monoclonal or polyclonal antibody treatments for MERS-CoV have been developed and some of them are undergoing clinical evaluation including SAB-301, the antibody generated in trans-chromosomic cattle ([@bib16]; [@bib87]). Gilead Sciences\' nucleotide analog prodrug remdesivir has broad spectrum antiviral activity against filoviruses, paramyxoviruses and highly pathogenic human coronaviruses. Remdesivir has both prophylactic and therapeutic effectiveness for SARS- and MERS-CoV in multiple animal models ([@bib123]). Pharmacokinetic studies have already been completed and clinical trials are underway for remdesivir to treat Ebola virus. Future studies should focus on increasing the number of sites where MERS-CoV clinical trials can be conducted, recruiting patients to trials earlier in the infection time course, and the possibility of having a mobile response team to recruit patients anywhere in Saudi Arabia. Finally, additional studies that evaluate the benefits of combination therapies should be performed in hopes of finding ways to both reduce viral replication and strengthen immune responses that reduce disease burden following MERS-CoV infection.

11. Clinical trials {#sec11}
===================

11.1. Phase 3 trial of baloxavir marboxil in high risk influenza patients (CAPSTONE -2 study) {#sec11.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Simon Portsmouth, Shionogi, Inc., Florham Park, NJ, USA**.

The results of CAPSTONE-2 were presented. This study was an international, randomized, double-blind, controlled treatment study in patients age ≥12 years at higher risk of influenza complications as defined by CDC criteria. Participants with influenza A or B that presented within 48 h of onset of influenza symptoms were eligible for participation. Participants were randomized (1:1:1) to receive a single oral dose of baloxavir, oseltamivir, or placebo for 5 days. The primary endpoint was time to clinical improvement defined as the time to when all symptoms were judged mild or absent.

From 2184 randomized pts, 1163 (53%) comprised the infected ITT population (388 in baloxavir arm, 386 in placebo, and 389 in oseltamivir). The viruses isolated were mainly influenza A(H3N2) (47.9%), influenza B (41.6%), influenza A(H1N1) (6.9%). The most common risk factors were asthma or chronic lung disease (39.2%) and age ≥65 years (27.4%). Time to improvement of influenza symptoms was shorter in those treated with baloxavir compared to placebo (median 73.2 h vs 102.3 h, p \< 0.0001) and similar to oseltamivir (81.0 h, p = 0.8347). Median time to cessation of viral shedding in baloxavir was 48 h, compared to 96 h in those that received either placebo or oseltamivir. Complications were less frequent in those that received baloxavir compared to placebo (2.8% vs 10.4%) and were primarily bronchitis. The incidence of any adverse event (25.1--29.7%) or serious adverse events (0.7--1.2%) did not differ significantly across the groups. In paired samples from baseline and post treatment the incidence of the PA/I38X substitution was 5.2% overall (15/290 samples, of which 13/141 were in influenza A H3N1, 1/18 in influenza A H1N1 and 1/131 in influenza B), but did not appear to be related to any increase symptoms. Baloxavir was well tolerated, and associated with faster recovery and reduced risk of complications in high risk influenza patients compared to placebo.

11.2. Safety and efficacy of mAb VIS 410 in adults with uncomplicated influenza A infection: results from randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled study VIS 410-202 {#sec11.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**David Oldach, Visterra, Inc, Waltham, MA, USA**.

VIS410 is a monoclonal antibody engineered to target all known strains of influenza A including seasonal influenza A(H1N1) and A(H3N2), and emerging strains such as influenza A(H5N1) and A(H7N9) ([@bib132]). This study was a Phase 2a randomized, double-blind trial evaluating single-dose IV administered VIS410 at 2000 mg or 4000 mg compared to placebo in participants 18--65 years of age with influenza A ([@bib63]). 150 participants were randomized, 148 received study drug, and 138 had confirmed influenza. 93% had influenza A(H3N2). All subjects received a single dose of diphenhydramine plus ibuprofen or acetylsalicylic acid 1 h prior to study drug administration. The primary objective of the study was to determine safety and tolerability. Adverse events, most commonly diarrhea of mild severity, were dose-related, occurring in 55%, 35%, and 24% of the 4000 mg, 2000 mg, and placebo patients, respectively. Two serious adverse events occurred, both in placebo patients.

Symptoms were assessed by Flu-PRO ([@bib111]), and resolution was defined as a mean score \< 1 and no domain being \> 1. The Vis 410 2000 mg cohort had a non-statistically shorter time to resolution compared to placebo, though the 4000 mg cohort was similar to placebo. Post hoc analysis demonstrated that mean total Flu-PRO scores were lower by Days 3 and 4 in the pooled VIS410 treatment group versus placebo (p \< 0.023), with a tendency toward faster resolution by Kaplan-Meier analysis. VIS410 was associated with reduced median nasopharyngeal viral load tissue culture infective dose (TCID~50~) area under the curve (AUC) Day 7 (days × log~10~ TCID~50~/mL) (3.66 pooled VIS410 vs 4.78 placebo, p = 0.08). Among patients with positive cultures at baseline, culture negativity at Day 3 was observed in 63.2% of pooled VIS410 recipients versus 42.5% of placebo recipients, p = 0.053. Kaplan-Meier estimated to time to resolution of viral shedding was reduced (1.9 vs 3.6 days, p = 0.03). The profile of viral RNA shedding as detected by qPCR did not differ between treatment arms.

There was no evidence for treatment-emergent VIS410-resistance observed based on genotypic assessment of viral isolates, and the HA target (epitope) for VIS410 was found to be highly conserved. VIS410 in combination with small molecule antivirals may have clinical benefit, and the results of this study supported proceeding into a phase 2b trial of VIS410 in combination with oseltamivir vs oseltamivir alone in hospitalized patients with influenza A (ClinicalTrials.gov Identifier: [NCT03040141](NCT03040141){#intref0055}).

11.3. Preliminary results of an adaptive study of the pharmacokinetics of favipiravir in patients with severe influenza {#sec11.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Bin Cao, China - Japan Friendship Hospital, Beijing, China**.

Favipiravir is a novel polymerase inhibitor with activity to influenza and many other viruses ([@bib51]). The pharmacokinetic of favipiravir in critical ill patients with influenza is unknown. This was an open label adaptive study to evaluate the pharmacokinetics of favipiravir in adult patients with severe influenza (defined as PaO~2~/FiO~2~ ≤ 300 mmHg or/and requiring mechanical ventilation). The primary endpoint was the proportion of patients with a plasma favipiravir trough concentration above the MEC (20 μg/ml) at all measured time points after the second dose.

A total of 16 laboratory-confirmed influenza-infected participants were enrolled in the trial. The first 16 were dosed at 1600 mg BID on day 1, followed with 600 mg BID for 9 days. The predicted favipiravir concentration was 32.8, 17.4, 15.3 μg/mL, on days 1--3, and 14.9 μg/mL on days 4--10, but the observed concentration was significantly less from day 3 (median value of 35.9, 23.43, 8.6, 8.6 μg/mL at day 2, 3, 7, 10). Only 3 patients (18.8%) had trough concentration \> 20 μg/mL. The concentration of oseltamivir remained stable. Possible reasons for the lower favipiravir level include poor absorption, redistribution, and increased metabolism. Additional studies need to be conducted to understand how to dose favipiravir in the critically ill population.

11.4. Clinical efficacy of ziresovir (AK0529) with respect to signs and symptoms in infants hospitalized with RSV infection {#sec11.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Stephen Toovey, Ark Biosciences, Shanghai, China**.

There is currently no effective antiviral treatment for RSV infection in infants. Ziresovir (AK0529) is a fusion inhibitor, active against RSV A& B, with the EC~90~ in nanomolar concentrations and no drug resistance in clinical isolates ([@bib92]). The current VICTOR study is a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled phase 2 trial in children 1--24 months hospitalized with RSV. Here, the results for the single dose (Part 1) were reported. This was a dose escalation study with doses 0.5--4 mg/kg studied. The primary objective is safety and tolerability. There were no SAEs reported, and only 13 AEs reported from 8 patients (no AEs were thought to be dose related). There was a dose dependent decrease in symptom score at 24 h after a single dose of ziresovir. No patient who received ziresovir deteriorated, in contrast to the placebo group. Early results suggest ziresovir has clinical efficacy against RSV. This would be the first antiviral that has shown clinical benefit in infants and in naturally acquired RSV disease. These encouraging results have supported continuation of the phase 2 trial in multi-dose cohorts, which are currently ongoing.

11.5. Umifenovir therapy improves outcomes from secondary bacterial pneumonia following influenza {#sec11.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Irina Leneva, Mechnokov Research Institute for Vaccines and Sera, Moscow, Russian Federation**.

Umifenovir (Arbidol^®^) is an indole-derivative molecule, licensed in Russia and China for prophylaxis and treatment of influenza and other respiratory viral infections ([@bib19]). Umifenovir interacts with the viral HA and inhibits the HA function ([@bib75]), and has activity against influenza A and B viruses, including influenza A(H5N1) and H275Y oseltamivir resistant viruses ([@bib82]; [@bib145]). The first study reported evaluated a mouse model of secondary *S. aureus* or *S. pneumoniae* pneumonia following influenza A(H1N1) infection. Mice were treated with umifenovir 40 mg/kg, 60 mg/kg, oseltamivir 20 mg/kg, or placebo. Oral treatment with umifenovir or oseltamivir improved survival in mice, increased the time to death, and decreased weight loss compared to placebo. Both umifenovir and oseltamivir also reduced the virus titer by ≥ 2 logs, decreased bacterial colony counts in the lungs, and showed less severe histopathologic findings in the mouse lungs compared to the control group.

The second study reported was a retrospective observational study and included 5287 patients admitted to 88 hospitals in 55 regions of Russia with acute respiratory viral infections. Data were collected from routine medical records of the patients and included demographic, clinical observations including chronic medical conditions, treatment given, and laboratory test results. 2502 had follow up chest x-rays. Pneumonia developed in 14.1% of the 1605 patients treated with umifenovir within 24 h, 18.1% of the 714 patients treated within 48 h, and 48% of the 183 not treated with umifenovir. Early treatment with umifenovir may decrease the incidence of pneumonia among a hospitalized high-risk population.

12. Roundtable discussion -- clinical trial and regulatory issues {#sec12}
=================================================================

**Moderator: Michael Ison, Northwestern University, Chicago, IL, USA**.

**Debra Birnkrant, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

**Jason Chien, Janssen BioPharma, San Francisco, CA, USA**.

**Jeffrey Murray, FDA, Silver Spring, MD, USA**.

**Tim Uyeki, CDC, Atlanta, GA, USA**.

Multiple issues related to clinical trials and regulatory issues regarding influenza and other respiratory viral research were discussed during this roundtable discussion. Gaps in research for influenza as well as other respiratory viruses RSV were addressed. Difficulties in designing clinical trials for new therapeutics in specialized populations were discussed, as well as the need to obtain reliable concomitant data on emerging resistance patterns. Finally, the need for standardized, well-defined endpoints were also examined.

Prior to the FDA approval of baloxavir, viable therapeutic options available for treatment of influenza were limited to NAIs. Despite its widespread use, there is a paucity of trials utilizing NAIs in hospitalized, critically ill, and immunocompromised patients. Occasionally non-FDA approved treatment options such as IV zanamivir will be released for compassionate use in these understudied populations ([@bib118]), but outcomes data is not always adequately reported back to the pharmaceutical companies or FDA. Even when mortality and morbidity outcomes are available, the data could potentially suffer from selection bias given that they are usually administered to critically ill, and frequently moribund patients. The need to obtain outcomes data from patients that receive drugs released for compassionate use via standardized data sheets or an electronic database was discussed.

The clear end goal for many antivirals is to increase the proportion of influenza-infected patients treated within a timely fashion ([@bib69]). Many influenza-related studies encounter difficulties in enrolling patients due to delayed presentation. Further research is required to understand the drivers for influenza-infected patients seeking care and their ability to access the care in a timely fashion. Strategies such as utilizing outpatient networks previously created for vaccine trials were suggested.

Rapid, organized monitoring of influenza resistance patterns remains a challenge, especially within the hospitalized and immunocompromised patients. One strategy for obtaining adequate information on resistance patterns would include mandating ongoing monitoring of resistance patterns within this population during clinical trials. An example of a global resistance profile monitoring network is that of Short PeRiod IncideNce sTudy of Severe Acute Respiratory Infection (SPRINT-SARI) ([@bib23]), which is an international, multi-centre, prospective, short period incidence observational study of patients in participating hospitals and ICUs established to respond to future epidemic/pandemics.

Appropriate endpoints for respiratory viruses in hospitalized, immunocompromised patients were also discussed. Proposed endpoints that may be considered include the ordinal scale, in conjunction with microbiological data. Immunomodulators may require different endpoints than that of antivirals. Moreover, there is significant heterogeneity even within the hospitalized population, with a wide variation in underlying conditions and immunosuppression. Many more studies utilizing ordinal scales will need to be conducted on a heterogeneous population with respiratory viruses before certain endpoints can be standardized across studies.

Since baloxavir has been approved for use in influenza, further trials on combination therapies should be considered for patients at risk for increased resistance. Globally, further consideration should be given to vulnerable populations such as those in middle-income countries that are facing an increase in chronic comorbid conditions. Collaborative efforts with policymakers are necessary in order to create networks that allow monitoring of global resistance patterns.

13. Antiviral resistance {#sec13}
========================

13.1. Antiviral resistance monitoring strategies {#sec13.1}
------------------------------------------------

**Aeron Hurt, Who Collaborating Centre, Melbourne, Australia**.

With the addition of the endonuclease inhibitor baloxavir marboxil, there are now three classes of direct-acting antivirals approved for the treatment of influenza virus: a new RNA polymerase inhibitor class, NAIs and adamantanes. The emergence of viruses with reduced susceptibility, commonly referred to as antiviral resistance, either within treated patients or circulating between hosts, has been observed for all three drug classes ([@bib21]; [@bib56]; [@bib99]).

Surveillance for drug resistance must be global and continuous; temporally or geographically restricted sampling is inadequate to identify trends that may impact treatment options. Adamantane resistance emerged among seasonal A(H3N2) and A(H1N1) viruses between 2002 and 2008 and rose to \>99% frequency by 2010 (the 2009 A(H1N1) pandemic virus was adamantane-resistant when it emerged in humans in 2009). Adamantane-sensitive viruses have circulated at low frequency ever since. At the peak of the 2017 influenza season in Australia, however, adamantane-sensitive A(H3N2) viruses were detected at 8.7%, indicating a localized increase in reversion to wild-type, while globally, the frequency has remained below 1%. Conversely, oseltamivir-resistant A(H1N1) viruses, which had historically circulated at low frequencies, rose to nearly 100% globally in 2009, prior to being replaced by the oseltamivir-sensitive 2009 A(H1N1) pandemic virus ([@bib12]; [@bib24]). The incidence of circulating variants with reduced susceptibility to baloxavir is currently low ([@bib57]), although treatment-emergent resistance has been reported in approximately 2--23% of clinical trial participants, depending on age and potentially other factors ([@bib99]; [@bib130]; [@bib142]). An increase in the rate of detection of resistant virus in untreated patients could indicate transmission of resistant variants with increased fitness, and thus continuous monitoring is required.

The risk of emergence of circulating resistance may be informed by the features of treatment-emergent resistance. In a 5 year resistance monitoring study, which included longitudinal sampling of oseltamivir-treated patients infected with influenza A virus ([@bib84]), rates of treatment-emergent resistance were nearly 10-fold higher in children \<5 years of age (11.8%) and 2-fold higher overall among A(H1N1)-infected patients (5.1%). The same age-related trend was observed in recently published results for baloxavir marboxil, where treatment-emergent resistance was 20--23% in pediatric patients 1--11 years of age ([@bib99]; [@bib130])compared to approximately 8% overall in patients 12--64 years of age ([@bib62]; [@bib142]) Treatment-emergent resistance is even more common in immunosuppressed patients, who shed virus for longer periods ([@bib93]).

Resistant variants can be detected using phenotypic assays that determine the 50% effective or inhibitory concentration of drug on virus growth (EC~50~) or enzymatic activity (IC~50~) of the target (e.g. NA or PA), or using genotypic assays, which detect known genetic changes associated with reduced susceptibility. Phenotypic NAI assays are well-characterized but require a cultivated isolate, which make them inadequate as a point-of-care diagnostic, and they are generally less sensitive for detecting resistant variants in mixed populations ([@bib141]); however, newer technologies have attempted to reduce turn-around time and increase the sensitivity of the standard NAI assay ([@bib56]). Lack of standardization and a clear relationship between the level of reduced susceptibility and clinical outcomes make phenotypic assays difficult to interpret, but this also is a continuing area of study. Genotypic assays are generally rapid and sensitive, but require prior knowledge of the effect of certain mutations on virus susceptibility. Genotypic assays can vary in scope, from real-time PCR SNP detection to Sanger or 'next-generation' sequencing of whole genes or genomes. The advent of influenza antivirals with distinct mechanisms of action will require new assays and approaches. Phenotypic assays for baloxavir are currently neither rapid nor high-throughput, although advances are currently being made, and the genetic determinants of reduced susceptibility to baloxavir are still being defined. As with all classes of drugs, surveillance will involve the use of genotypic and phenotypic assays to account for the emergence and spread of resistance.

13.2. Oseltamivir resistance: correlating *in vitro* IC~50~ with *in vivo* clinical effectiveness using a ferret model {#sec13.2}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Rubaiyea Farrukee, WHO Collaborating Centre for Reference and Research on Influenza, Vidrl; University of Melbourne, Australia**.

Observational studies of the treatment response to oseltamivir in patients infected with A(H1N1) virus with reduced *in vitro* susceptibility to oseltamivir conferred by NA H275Y, and in patients infected with more sensitive wild-type A(H1N1), indicate a relationship between *in vitro* susceptibility and clinical outcome ([@bib76]); however, the relationship between the level of susceptibility (50% inhibitory concentration of a drug; IC~50~ value) of influenza virus measured in NAI assays and clinical effectiveness of treatment remains ill-defined. To better understand this relationship in a model system, the impact of oseltamivir treatment was evaluated in ferrets infected with influenza type A and B viruses with and without resistance-associated NA substitutions and representing a range of susceptibilities (IC~50~ values) to oseltamivir in an NA inhibition assay. Ferrets were used as a model because they can be infected with human-derived influenza virus strains through contact with an inoculated donor ferret and show signs of disease similar to humans, including fever.

Groups of 4 ferrets were dosed with 5 mg/kg of oseltamivir or placebo 2 h prior to infection by contact with a donor ferret infected with A(H1N1) 2009 pandemic lineage virus ((H1N1)pdm 2009; IC~50~: 0.3 nM), A(H1N1) pre-2009 lineage (IC~50~: 0.9 nM), A(H3N2) (IC~50~: 0.2 nM), type B virus (IC~50~: 36.1 nM), or variants representing the same virus type/subtypes with NA substitutions that reduce susceptibility to oseltamivir (IC~50~ range: 65.6--414.8 nM). Treatment was continued twice daily for 10 days. Antiviral activity of oseltamivir was assessed based on the virus shedding area under the curve (AUC) reduction (%) relative to placebo. Oseltamivir treatment was least effective against type B virus infection, which exhibited an IC~50~ 10-fold greater than type A viruses. Among type A viruses, which varied by approximately 3- to 5-fold in IC~50~ values, there was no clear association between virus shedding reduction and IC~50~ values. There was no demonstrable antiviral effect of oseltamivir compared to placebo in ferrets infected with viruses with NA resistance substitutions, which had IC~50~ values ranging from 65.6 to 414.8 nM. Based on a linear regression model of the relationship between infecting virus IC~50~ value and virus shedding AUC in ferrets, IC~50~ values \> 14.7 nM and \>68.4 nM were associated with \>50% and \>90% reductions in oseltamivir effectiveness, respectively. Large differences in susceptibilities of viruses in a NAI assays may be predictive of impacts of oseltamivir treatment on virus shedding, but how such differences relate to clinical outcomes in humans, and whether smaller differences in susceptibility may be predictive of treatment response, requires additional investigation.

13.3. A single amino acid substitution (I38T) in the PA endonuclease domain mediates resistance to next-generation polymerase inhibitors {#sec13.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Jeremy Jones, St. Jude Children\'s Research Hospital, Memphis, TN, USA**.

PA endonuclease inhibitors are a new class of antivirals against influenza virus, which act by inhibiting the ability of the virus to prime viral gene transcription using m^7^G cap-containing oligomers cleaved from host mRNAs by the endonuclease activity of PA, a member of the influenza virus polymerase complex ([@bib39]). Baloxavir marboxil is the first PA inhibitor to be approved for the treatment of influenza virus infection. First-generation PA inhibitors include diketo acid structures that act by chelating the bivalent cations within the PA active site, but these inhibitors have low affinity (micromolar range) and low selectivity indices ([@bib74]; [@bib128]). Baloxavir acid (the active form of baloxavir marboxil ([@bib99])); and the structurally similar RO-7 ([@bib73]), improve on the original concept by maintaining a diketo acid-like motif in a fused ring structure and have increased selectivity and affinity (nanomolar range) for the PA endonuclease active site ([@bib73]; [@bib97]).

In order to define the pathways to resistance to next-generation PA endonuclease inhibitors and to better characterize the molecular basis of inhibition and resistance, human-derived and laboratory-adapted strains of A(H1N1) influenza viruses (A/California/04/2009 and A/Puerto Rico/08/1934) were serially passaged in cell culture in increasing concentrations of RO-7 to select for viruses with reduced susceptibility. Viruses with apparent reduced susceptibility were observed after as few as 5 passages, and virus recovered after 16 passages exhibited a 179-fold increase in EC~50~ value (from 3 nM to 538 nM). The resistant phenotype was maintained after an additional 5 passages in the absence of RO-7 selective pressure, indicating the fitness cost of reduced susceptibility to RO-7 may be limited. Sequencing of PA revealed a single amino acid substitution: I38T, which has also been selected by baloxavir acid in cell culture ([@bib22]), and is to date the most frequently observed treatment-emergent resistance substitution in baloxavir marboxil-treated patients ([@bib99]). Co-crystallization of RO-7 and the PA N-terminal region, which contains the endonuclease domain, revealed that the I38T disrupts a strong hydrophobic interaction between RO-7 and the binding pocket. Isothermal calorimetry of the PA protein in the presence of RO-7 revealed a nearly 500-fold reduction in the K~D~ of RO-7 binding to PA (9.5 nM--4600 nM) associated with the I38T substitution.

The impact of I38 substitutions on enzymatic function and replication capacity in cell culture was evaluated to determine the scope of the pathways to resistance through substitutions at I38 and the potential fitness costs of each. Screening of all potential amino acid substitutions at position I38 in the context of the complete polymerase complex using a mini-replicon system revealed that while all substitutions resulted in reduced endonuclease activity (10--50%), I38T reduced activity the least. Nonetheless, wild type virus grew to higher titers in multistep growth assays and outcompeted I38T mutant virus in competition assays. These results are consistent with the results of similar experiments carried out with baloxavir ([@bib99]) and indicate that resistance to PA inhibitors comes with a fitness cost; however, the potential for additional substitutions to compensate for these costs has yet to be explored.

13.4. Susceptibility of influenza viruses to the novel cap-dependent endonuclease inhibitor baloxavir marboxil {#sec13.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Emi Takashita, National Institute of Infectious Diseases, Tokyo, Japan**.

Baloxavir marboxil, a PA endonuclease inhibitor, was recently approved in Japan and the U.S. for the treatment of influenza virus infection. Treatment-emergent resistance was observed in up to 11% of adolescents and adults in clinical studies. ([@bib62]; [@bib99]; [@bib142]). Among the PA amino acid substitutions that have been shown to reduce susceptibility to baloxavir and that have been identified in virus from treated patients, I38T is the most common to date ([@bib99]). While circulating virus with substitutions that are known to reduce susceptibility to baloxavir are currently rare, rapid and robust assays are needed for active surveillance for virus with reduced susceptibility to baloxavir. The plaque assay is well characterized and robust, but depends on visualization of the cytopathic effect of virus spreading among neighboring cells and requires several days of incubation for plaques to form that are large enough to visualize. In addition, some viruses are not highly cytopathic. In focus-forming assays, spread of virus from a single infected cell to neighboring cells is detected by immunofluorescent staining and automated microscopic imaging. Detection of foci does not require long incubation periods and does not depend on the cytopathogenicity of the virus.

This high-throughput focus-forming assay was compared against the plaque assay for its ability to detect reduced susceptibility to baloxavir acid (the active form of baloxavir marboxil) among reference strains. The reference strains included viruses with and without the I38T substitution, which conferred a 40- to 50-fold reduction in susceptibility to baloxavir in both assays, consistent with the fold change observed for this substitution in other studies ([@bib72]; [@bib99]). A panel of NAI-resistant viruses and their sensitive counterparts were also evaluated for their susceptibility in both assays, which showed similar results and validated the focus-forming assay as an adequate surveillance tool. Viruses isolated from the community during the 2017--2018 influenza season in Japan (114 A(H1N1), 76 A(H3N2), 34 B/Victoria-lineage, and 65 B/Yamagata-lineage) were then evaluated for their susceptibility in the focus-forming assay. In the focus-forming assay, median baloxavir EC~50~ values for influenza type A and type B community isolates were 0.2--0.3 nM and 2.4--3.4, respectively, and ranged up to approximately 3-fold the median. There were no clear outliers indicative of significantly reduced susceptibility, and all viruses expressed wild-type PA I38; however, the limited variation in EC~50~ values observed could be driven by other viral genetic determinants. Baloxavir exhibited wild-type EC~50~ values against reference strains with known NAI resistance substitutions, consistent with the distinct mechanism of action of baloxavir. Nationwide surveillance for viruses with reduced susceptibility to baloxavir in Japan will be implemented using this high-throughput focus forming assay.

13.5. Methods for testing influenza virus susceptibility to novel polymerase inhibitors {#sec13.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Larisa Gubareva, CDC, Atlanta, GA, USA**.

As a World Health Organization (WHO) Global Influenza Surveillance and Response System (GISRS) Collaborating Centre, the Influenza Division of the U.S. CDC monitors susceptibility of circulating influenza viruses to antivirals, both approved for marketing and in late stage clinical development.

Influenza RNA-dependent RNA polymerase has three heterologous subunits, PA, PB1, and PB2 that represent attractive targets for antiviral development. Baloxavir marboxil is a recently approved (Japan and U.S.) antiviral that inhibits the PA endonuclease activity of influenza A and B viruses. Pimodivir, which is in late-stage development, specifically targets the PB2 m^7^G cap-binding activity of influenza A viruses.

Selection studies in cell culture and analysis of viruses from drug-treated patients in clinical trials have revealed the principal pathways to reduced susceptibility to baloxavir ([@bib62]; [@bib72]; [@bib99]) and pimodivir ([@bib22]; [@bib133]). In baloxavir studies, treatment-emergent amino acid substitutions most frequently occurred at conserved position I38 (I38 F/M/T) in the PA endonuclease active site and conferred reduced susceptibility by 10--57-fold in influenza A and 2--6-fold in influenza B. Substitutions at position S324 (S324C/I/N/R) in the cap-binding site of PB2 were recognized as the leading pathway for a 60--160-fold reduced susceptibility to pimodivir. Next generation sequence (NGS) analysis of 9,233 influenza type A and B viruses collected in the U.S. between 2016 and 2018, showed that only three viruses had the abovementioned substitutions. However, drug-resistant influenza viruses can become transmissible and spread widely; it is essential to monitor drug susceptibility among seasonal and non-seasonal influenza viruses.

Routine virologic surveillance is carried out through NGS analysis to monitor known determinants of reduced drug susceptibility and by empirical assessments in phenotypic drug susceptibility assays. Most cell culture-based assays are slow and cumbersome, requiring multiple rounds of virus replication. To facilitate surveillance efforts, the CDC laboratory has developed a single-cycle assay: high-content imaging-based neutralization test (HINT). In this assay, MDCK-SIAT1 cells are infected with influenza virus in the absence of trypsin to limit virus spread. After 16--24 h of incubation, cells are fixed, immuno-fluorescently stained with anti-NP antibody, and imaged using an automated fluorescent cell counter. Baloxavir EC~50~ values measured using the HINT assay were within approximately 2-fold of values obtained by focus reduction and plaque reduction assays ([@bib99]). The HINT assay revealed that the PA-I38L substitution, detected in two A(H1N1)pdm09 viruses, but as yet un-characterized, conferred a 7-fold reduction in baloxavir susceptibility, which is comparable to the 10-fold reduction observed for the previously characterized treatment-emergent I38M substitution ([@bib99]). For pimodivir, the HINT EC~50~ values were 8-fold higher than EC~50~ values determined by focus reduction assay; nevertheless, the fold changes conferred by PB2-S324C and S324R substitutions remained consistent between two assays. The HINT assay provides a higher throughput option for phenotypic surveillance of seasonal and other low pathogenic influenza viruses; HINT does not work with highly pathogenic avian influenza viruses. As the HINT assay is not yet available for influenza C and D viruses, their susceptibility to baloxavir was assessed using the virus yield reduction assay. Baloxavir potently inhibited replication of all viruses tested and showed the highest activity against type A and the lowest (∼8-fold) against influenza D viruses.

13.6. Panel discussion: future challenges of resistance monitoring {#sec13.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

**Moderator: Maria Zambon**.

The discussion focused on the remaining questions regarding resistance to baloxavir, the scope and techniques used in surveillance efforts, and the potential for using combination therapy to mitigate treatment-emergent resistance.

One question raised was whether certain genetic backgrounds may be associated with substitutions that reduce susceptibility to baloxavir. Substitutions that reduce susceptibility to baloxavir have been shown to reduce replicative capacity in cell culture ([@bib97]), but certain genetic backgrounds or compensatory substitutions may increase replicative fitness *in vivo* and transmissibility of resistant viruses. Such determinants have not been yet been identified, although the rate of treatment-emergent substitutions is far higher in type A influenza virus compared to type B influenza virus. It is not clear if this difference in rates between influenza virus types is driven primarily by reduced activity of baloxavir against type B virus or a greater fitness cost of resistance in type B virus.

The scope and methods that will be used in baloxavir resistance surveillance are currently being worked out among agencies across the globe. So far, there are 4 amino acid positions in PA (E23, A37, I38, and E199) that are listed in the USPI as determinants of baloxavir resistance. Additional work is ongoing to describe the impact all the substitutions observed in reported sequences at these and other sites ([@bib57]). One important open question is whether we can identify a correlation between the level of resistance measured in a certain phenotypic assays and the clinical outcome in treated patients.

A substantial proportion of subjects in clinical trials of baloxavir exhibited treatment-emergent resistance, with the highest rate of 20--23% observed in pediatric trials ([@bib99]; [@bib130]), and treatment-emergent resistance is associated with a reduced clinical response to treatment and prolonged virus shedding ([@bib62]). These observations raise the possibility that baloxavir marboxil may be more effective if used in combination with another antiviral (i.e. NAIs), which may not only enhance overall effectiveness, but also mitigate the risk selecting for transmissible resistant viruses that could end up in wide circulation, as was the fate of adamantanes.

14. Hot topics and late-breakers {#sec14}
================================

14.1. Antiviral design against emerging and pre-epidemic coronaviruses {#sec14.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

**Ralph Baric, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA**.

Viruses that emerge from zoonotic reservoirs present unique challenges for the development of treatment and/or vaccination strategies, as preparation requires being ready to combat viruses that have yet to be identified. The highly pathogenic human coronaviruses SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV originated in bat zoonotic reservoirs and then passed through different intermediate hosts prior to infecting humans. Bat coronavirus strains that share varying homology to MERS- and SARS-CoV are still circulating and represent the pre-epidemic strains most likely to make the jump into humans ([@bib5]; [@bib14]; [@bib94], [@bib95]; [@bib121], [@bib122]). As many novel bat coronavirus strains were identified solely as genomic sequence isolated from bat guano, characterization of these strains beyond sequence analysis was not initially possible.

To determine if SARS-CoV-like bat coronaviruses could replicate using non-human primate or human cellular attachment proteins, the Baric laboratory cloned individual bat coronavirus spike genes into the SARS-CoV infectious clone backbone and isolated replication competent viruses. The SARS-CoV/bat-CoV spike viruses were evaluated in cell lines expressing either the human, bat, or civet angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2, cellular receptor) to determine host species specificity, and to identify candidate bat-CoV strains to generate infectious clones based on the entire bat coronavirus genome. Four of the six SARS-CoV/bat-CoV spike viruses tested could use all three ACE2 molecules for entry and replicated to high titers (\>10^6^ plaque forming units/mL) ([@bib14]; [@bib94]; [@bib113]). These four bat coronavirus strains were then isolated from infectious clones derived from their respective genomes and the resulting virus progeny used to characterize replication kinetics in immortalized cell lines and primary human lung cell cultures and to perform *in vivo* vaccination or treatment experiments in comparison to wild type SARS-CoV. SHC014 and WIV1 replicated to high titers, the same titers as wild type SARS-CoV, in primary lung cell cultures suggesting that these strains were fully competent to infect humans. In murine disease models of highly pathogenic human coronavirus infection the bat coronavirus strains were attenuated in comparison to wild type mouse adapted SARS-CoV. Vaccination studies demonstrated that vaccines specific for SARS-CoV were not effective against the bat coronavirus strains and antibody treatments that were protective for SARS-CoV failed against the bat strains ([@bib14]; [@bib94]; [@bib113], [@bib112]). These data highlight how crucial it is to evaluate all treatment options on more than just the current and past human strain(s) and SARS- and MERS-CoV so that appropriate treatment and vaccination strategies are stock piled to be prepared for future epidemics.

Previous studies have shown that remdesivir (formerly GS-5734) has broad spectrum antiviral activity and *in vivo* efficacy against filoviruses, paramyxoviruses, and coronaviruses including MERS-CoV ([@bib86]; [@bib126]; [@bib140]). Remdesivir pharmacokinetic studies have been completed and this compound is currently being evaluated in clinical trials for Ebola virus efficacy (NCT03719586). Nucleotide/side analogues including remdesivir were tested to determine if they were effective against highly pathogenic human coronaviruses despite previous studies demonstrating that nucleotide analogues generally have poor activity against coronaviruses due to the proofreading enzyme that is part of the viral replication machinery. Studies in human lung cell lines and primary human lung epithelial cell cultures demonstrated that remdesivir is effective against both SARS- and MERS-CoV as well as the pre-epidemic bat-CoV strains described earlier ([@bib123]). In parallel, *in vitro* passage studies were also performed to determine if coronavirus genomes could evolve to replicate in the presence of remdesivir. After 23 passages in the presence of drug, two mutations were identified in the viral RNA dependent RNA polymerase gene (F276L and V553L) that allowed for increased replication in the presence of remdesivir ([@bib1]). These two amino acid changes decrease viral fitness overall and attenuate SARS-CoV pathogenesis in a mouse model of SARS-CoV induced disease ([@bib1]). In both prophylactic and therapeutic (24 h post infection) dosing regimens of SARS-CoV infected animals, remdesivir treated animals had a \>2 log reduction in viral titers by Day 4 or 5 post infection ([@bib123]). Remdesivir treated animals also maintained their starting weight throughout the infection time course while vehicle treated animals lost 20% of their starting weight by Day 4 or 5 post infection ([@bib123]). Finally, improved lung function (less airway constriction and reduced times between breaths) was seen when treated animals were compared to SARS-CoV infected untreated control animals ([@bib123]). Similar results were seen with MERS-CoV in prophylactic dosing studies performed in the Baric laboratory\'s MERS-CoV mouse model ([@bib30]). In contrast, therapeutic treatment with human monoclonal antibodies did not protect against MERS-CoV induced severe disease or protect from loss of lung function in animal models of highly pathogenic human coronavirus disease ([@bib30]). Remdesivir is a promising broad-spectrum antiviral that may prove useful in the treatment of highly pathogenic human coronavirus.

14.2. Remdesivir provides superior therapeutic efficacy to lopinavir, ritonavir, and interferon beta against MERS-CoV {#sec14.2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Amy Sims, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC, USA**.

Currently there are no US FDA approved therapeutics to treat SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV infection. A wide range of compounds have been evaluated for activity against highly pathogenic human coronaviruses, including biologics and small molecules. Among them, nucleotide analog remdesivir showed potent activity against coronaviruses (reviewed above in the Baric and Arabi summaries). Remdesivir is currently being evaluated in a randomized clinical trial for the treatment of patients with Ebola virus disease (NCT03719586). The combination of lopinavir and ritonavir is an FDA approved antiviral for the treatment of human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections ([@bib31]; [@bib106]). Previous studies on the antiviral activity of lopinavir against MERS-CoV are conflicting with one study reporting micromolar EC~50~ values in a human hepatoma cell line (Huh 7) yet another reported that lopinavir had no activity in a non-human primate kidney cell line (Vero) ([@bib25]; [@bib33]). Type I interferons are approved for treating multiple indications including hepatitis B and C, and multiple sclerosis ([@bib42]; [@bib83]). Two studies showed interferon-beta was effective against MERS-CoV infection in non-human primate kidney cells (Vero) with EC~50~ values \< 10 IU/mL ([@bib25]; [@bib61]). Clinical observations and *in vivo* animal models indicate outcomes of MERS-CoV infection are mediated by both virus replication and the resultant host inflammatory response, so combination therapies directly targeting both the virus and host may represent the best course of treatment for highly pathogenic human coronaviruses. As such, the cocktail of lopinavir/ritonavir plus interferon-beta is currently being evaluated in patients infected with MERS-CoV in the MIRACLE trial ([@bib9]).

The purpose of the study described below was to compare the antiviral activities of remdesivir, lopinavir, ritonavir, and interferon-beta against MERS-CoV. Infected and mock-infected human lung epithelial cells (Calu 3) were treated with dilution series of lopinavir (50 μM--0.05 μM), ritonavir (50 μM--0.05 μM), interferon-beta (2800 IU/mL to 5.5 IU/mL), or remdesivir (10 μM--0.02 μM) and results were assayed 48 h post infection. Cytotoxicity was evaluated in non-infected cells and EC~50~ values were determined for each drug. Both lopinavir and ritonavir demonstrated moderate to minimal inhibition of virus replication with respective EC~50~ values of 10 and 34 μM. Interferon-beta treatment of MERS-CoV infected human lung epithelial cells inhibited viral replication similar to previous studies in non-human primate kidney cells (Vero) ([@bib25]; [@bib61]); however, the EC~50~ value in our studies was higher (175 IU/mL in human lung cells and \<10 IU/mL in non-human primate kidney cells). In contrast, remdesivir potently inhibited MERS-CoV replication with sub-micromolar EC~50~ (0.11 μM) ([@bib123]). To facilitate *in vivo* efficacy studies with MERS-CoV in rodents, a mouse model was generated through the humanization of the murine ortholog of the human receptor dipeptidyl peptidase 4 (DPP4) ([@bib30]) in conjunction with the genetic deletion of carboxyl esterase 1 (*Ces1c* ^*−/−*^) to minimize rodent serum esterase-specific remdesivir degradation ([@bib123]). The dosage for the combination of lopinavir (160 mg/kg, QD) and ritonavir (40 mg/kg, QD) were based on human equivalent dose using body surface area. Mouse recombinant interferon-beta was dosed at two concentrations (1.6 × 10^6^ and 4 × 10^7^ IU/kg, QD) to cover 1x and 25x human equivalent doses, respectively. Dosage of remdesivir (25 mg/kg BID) was chosen based on pharmacokinetic studies performed in *Ces1c* ^*−/−*^ mice ([@bib123]). When treatment was initiated one day post infection (dpi) with mouse adapted MERS-CoV, lopinavir/ritonavir plus interferon-beta treatment did not reduce levels of virus replication as compared to their vehicle controls 6 dpi, while remdesivir treatment reduced viral titers by 3 logs relative its vehicle controls. These findings support the potential clinical development of remdesivir as a MERS-CoV antiviral.

14.3. EDP-938, a novel non-fusion replication inhibitor of RSV with high barrier to resistance {#sec14.3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Kai Lin, Enanta Pharmaceuticals, Inc., Watertown, MA, USA**.

No approved vaccine or specific antiviral therapy currently exists for RSV. EDP-938 is a replication inhibitor being developed for RSV. It has potent *in vitro* activity against both RSV A and B laboratory strains and clinical isolates with an EC~50~ \< 100 nM. EDP-938 is \> 20-fold more potent than RSV604, a previously known viral nucleoprotein inhibitor. In African Green monkeys infected with RSV, the vehicle control arm had a robust viral replication, which peaked on Day 5, while EDP-938 treated animals had minimal viral replication (effective 4-log viral load reduction).

RSV fusion and polymerase inhibitors rapidly select viral populations with \>1,000 to 40,000-fold reduction in susceptibility. This study evaluated the barriers to developing resistance to EDP-938. RSV-A Long and RSV-B Washington strains were serially passaged in the presence of increasing concentrations of EDP-938. RSV resistance could be forced with a stepwise increase in concentration of EDP-938 but the development of resistance was associated with decreased fitness. The most potent mutation, N protein M109K, caused a 67-fold decrease in sensitivity to EDP-938 but also resulted in a 100-fold lower viral titer. A phase 1 study was recently completed (reported at the 11th International Respiratory Syncytial Virus Symposium) and overall demonstrated no safety concerns. Phase 2 studies in an RSV human controlled infection model were ongoing at the time of the meeting.

14.4. Replicative fitness of seasonal influenza A viruses displaying decreased susceptibility to polymerase inhibitor baloxavir {#sec14.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Larisa Gubareva, CDC, Atlanta, GA, USA**.

In clinical trials of baloxavir, treatment-emergent resistance was detected in 9.7% of adults ([@bib62]) and ∼23% of children, and typically occurred at day 5 or later. The amino acid substitutions at conserved residue I38 in the Polymerase Acidic (PA) protein (PA-I38 T/M/F) were the most commonly reported changes. In influenza A viruses, substitution PA-I38T was associated with a 27--57 fold decrease in baloxavir susceptibility, while I38M and I38F caused 10--20 fold decrease in susceptibility. The same changes conferred 3--8 fold decrease in baloxavir susceptibility of influenza B viruses. These substitutions were reported to impair *in vitro* replicative capacity of influenza A viruses ([@bib99]). Analysis of PA sequences of 6,891 influenza A and B viruses collected in the U.S. during 2016/17 and 2017/18 seasons revealed amino acid substitutions: I38L (two A(H1N1)pdm09 viruses), E23G (two A(H1N1)pdm09 viruses) and I38M (one A(H3N2) virus) conferring 4--10-fold reduced susceptibility to baloxavir ([@bib57]). This study reports the replicative fitness of the viruses containing I38L and I38M substitutions in the PA protein.

Replication kinetics of the A(H3N2) PA-I38M and A(H1N1)pdm09 PA-I38L and their counterparts (wild type) lacking the PA substitutions were determined. In MDCK and MDCK-SIAT1 cells, titers of the PA-I38L virus and the wild type were similar. Conversely, titers of the PA-I38M virus were ∼1 log~10~ lower compared to its wild type at 12 and 24 hpi. Further, *in vivo* replicative fitness of the PA-I38M virus was evaluated using a ferret model. The ferrets shed both A(H3N2) viruses, wild type and PA-I38M, for 7 consecutive days. Nasal wash titers were ∼0.5 log~10~ lower on 4 dpi in the PA-I38M-infected animals. No reversion from methionine to isoleucine at residue 38 in the PA protein was detected at any time point by pyrosequencing analysis. To get additional insights into replicative capacity of the wild type vs PA-I38M virus, a competitive growth experiment was carried out, where ferrets were co-inoculated with both viruses at ratios of 70:30, 30:70 or 10:90 at a total of 10ˆ3 PFU. Pyrosequencing analysis of virus populations in nasal washes collected over a 7-day period revealed an incremental reduction in the proportion of the PA-I38M virus population. In conclusion, PA substitutions that decrease susceptibility to baloxavir do occur rarely in the natural setting without baloxavir treatment. PA substitution I38M, but not I38L, resulted in modestly diminished viral replicative capacity.

14.5. Insight Flu-IVIG: A randomized, placebo controlled trial of influenza immunoglobulin in the treatment of adults hospitalized with influenza {#sec14.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Richard Davey, NIAID/NIH, Bethesda, MD, USA**.

For over 100 years there have been anecdotal reports or small studies of giving convalescent sera, plasma, or blood from individuals who recovered from influenza to patients with severe influenza. A meta-analysis of reports from the 1918 influenza A(H1N1) pandemic concluded that early administration of convalescent blood products reduced the absolute risk of death from pneumonia from 37% to 16% ([@bib88]). A randomized controlled trial conducted shortly after the emergence of influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 randomized thirty-five participants to receive high titer anti-influenza immune immunoglobulin (IVIG) or non-immune pre-pandemic IGIV ([@bib67]). 29% of those receiving immune IGIV died compared to 24% of those receiving standard IGIV (p = not significant), though benefit was reported in a post hoc analysis of the 22 participants who received treatment within 5 days of symptom onset. FLU-IVIG was an international, multicenter, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial enrolled in adults hospitalized with laboratory confirmed influenza who had a NEWS ≥2. Eligible participants were randomized 1:1 to receive either a single infusion of anti-influenza high titer IVIG or saline placebo, and all participants were to receive standard NAI treatment. Outcome was measured by a 6-point ordinal scale of clinical status on Day 7.

The OR for favorable clinical outcome on Day 7 was 1.25 (95% confidence interval \[CI\] 0.79--1.97, p = 0.33). ORs for influenza A and B were 0.94 (95% CI: 0.55--1.59) and 3.19 (95% CI: 1.21--8.42), respectively. When given against a background of NAI treatment, high titer immune IVIG did not provide clinical or virologic evidence of a favorable treatment effect overall in this study cohort. There appeared to be clinical and virologic benefit to IVIG treatment in hospitalized patients with influenza B infection (27% of study cohort); this finding warrants further investigation.

14.6. High-titer versus low-titer anti-influenza immune plasma for the treatment of severe influenza A {#sec14.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

**John Beigel, NIAID, Bethesda, MD, USA**.

Prior studies using polyclonal plasma in the treatment of severe influenza have been encouraging. All these studies, however, had limitations that significantly limited the interpretation. As previously noted, a meta-analysis of reports from the 1918 influenza A(H1N1) pandemic concluded that early administration of convalescent blood products reduced the absolute risk of death from pneumonia by 21% ([@bib88]). In 2009, a cohort study was conducted evaluating the use of convalescent plasma for severe influenza A(H1N1)pdm09 infection, and demonstrated a decrease in mortality from 54.8% to 20.0% (p = 0.01) ([@bib65]), but control mortality was significantly higher than expected for severity-of-illness. A prior randomized, phase 2 study in those with severe influenza A or B demonstrated the resolution of hypoxia and tachypnea by Day 28 in 67% of those receiving plasma vs 53% in the standard care arm (p = 0.069 ([@bib15])). This study, however, had differences in baseline characteristics of the study groups, and an asymmetrical loss to follow up between the two study groups possibly due to the unblinded study design.

This study was a randomized, double-blinded, controlled, phase 3 trial comparing high-titer anti-influenza plasma (HAI antibody titers of ≥1:80) to low titer plasma (HAI ≤ 1:10) in hospitalized children and adults with severe influenza A. 43% of participants enrolled were in the ICU and 70% of the non-ICU patients required oxygen. The study was terminated in July 2018 when independent efficacy analysis revealed low conditional power to show an effect of high-titer plasma even if full accrual was achieved. The proportional odds ratio for improved clinical status by 6-point ordinal scale on Day 7 was 1.22 (95% CI \[0.65, 2.29\], p = 0.54). Despite encouraging results from prior studies, this study and the INSIGHT IVIG study (above) suggest that polyclonal antibody therapies may not significantly improve outcomes in severe influenza A.

14.7. Examining clinical data on potential adjunctive therapies in influenza {#sec14.7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

**Nelson Lee, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada**.

The meeting was closed with a review of prior works on adjunctive therapies in influenza. As previously noted, the high mortality rates in emerging diseases such as novel coronavirus infectious (MERS and SARS) and novel avian influenza strains (influenza A(H5N1) and A(H7N9)) have raised questions about the possible role of pro-inflammatory responses in the pathogenesis. Prior studies demonstrated cytokine hyperactivation associated with uncontrolled viral replication; and a sustained inflammatory state correlates with disease progression leading to respiratory failure and ARDS. Therapeutics targeting the pathogen alone have thus far largely unsuccessful in reversing such processes.

Currently there are no immunomodulatory agents that have been conclusively proven to be of benefit in severe influenza. Corticosteroids are associated with increased risk of superinfection, prolonged viral replication, and increased risk of death, and should not be used ([@bib114]). For most other adjunctive therapies, the data is less clear. The areas where adjunctive therapies have some supporting data and may be worth further studies were then reviewed. The combination of oseltamivir and azithromycin had been shown to downregulate the proinflammatory cytokines, without impairing viral clearance in one small RCT ([@bib81]). The triple combination of oseltamivir, clarithromycin, and naproxen was demonstrated to reduce adverse outcomes in another study ([@bib66]), but these findings, though intriguing, should be confirmed. Sirolimus has been used with apparent benefit in critically ill influenza patients in the context of an RCT ([@bib139]), confirmatory studies of this approach without concomitant corticosteroid therapy can be explored. The efficacy of other agents with potential immunomodulating effects, including N-acetylcysteine (NAC), statins, nitazoxanide (NTZ), IFNs, Peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors (PPAR) agonists, cyclooxygenase (COX 2) inhibitors, recombinant angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2), diltiazem, and herbal medicine, all have some supporting preclinical or clinical data, but these need to be studied more intensely, preferably by RCTs ([@bib64]).

15. Conclusions {#sec15}
===============

The 6th isirv- AVG Conference was an opportunity for investigators from academia, industry, and government to present and hear updates on preclinical and clinical efforts with antivirals and vaccines against influenza, RSV, MERS-CoV, and other respiratory viruses. This conference report attempts to summarize the main findings of the presentations given at this meeting. It is anticipated that most of these projects either have been published (and where applicable have been cited in this manuscript), or will be published in peer reviewed journals. Readers are encouraged to read the primary literature on each of these topics for more details about the studies and topics presented.
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